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COVER PHOTO: IAIS GP-38-2 707 leads the Fireman’s Special Train through West
Liberty, IA on Sept 30, 2017. Photo by Mark Zaputil. See more of Mark’s photos of the
Fireman’s Special on page 23.
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1.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS- EVENTS AND
SHOWS:

OCTOBER 26-28, 2017. RPM CHICAGOLAND 24TH ANNUAL
"NAPERVILLE" CONFERENCE, LISLE, IL
2017 edition of RPMChicagoland, the 24th annual "Naperville" conference, will beat the
Sheraton Hotel and Conference Center in Lisle, IL on October26-28, 2017. Full details
surrounding the event and the latest updates are available at:
http://www.rpmconference.com
Other events are the Banquet dinner and the Friends of the Freight Car Dinner; 4-5
modeling seminars, each given twice throughout the event; model displays, vendor
room, two entire rooms of photographs for sale; the Modutrak HO and N scale layouts,
food, festivities, and camaraderie.
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OCTOBER 28TH & 29TH, 2017 MOUNTAIN HOBBY-EXPO,
DENVER CO
NMRA division of the new Rocky Mountain Hobby-Expo
October 28th & 29th in Denver, Colorado at the Denver Mart.
The show will cover all hobbies, with a strong orientation to model railroading. We will
be offering many hands-on activities with a goal of creating new hobbyists. At this time
our model railroad section includes manufacturers including Bachmann, Broadway
Limited, Caboose Industries, The Coachyard, Evan Designs, Grex, Iwata, Kadee,
Marklin, Piko, Supertite, Trix, Woodland and Xuron. Vendors include Caboose,
ChooChooAreUs, DR Sparks, Janes Tools, Spring Creek Model Trains and Star Hobby.
Layouts include Colorado Great Western, Colorado Rail Link, Colorado O Scale
Modelers, Cunningham Junction and Dentrak.
Over 15 workshops will be offered, sponsored by Caboose, Marklin and Reynolds
Advanced Materials.
Next year’s event will be the trade show for the Hobby
Manufacturers Association. Additional show information is available at
www.RockyMountainHobby-Expo.com
If you have any questions, please email me or call me at 303.345.5031.
Best regards,Jim MarskiExecutive Director- Rocky Mountain Hobby-Expo

………………..
OCTOBER 29, 2017 NORTH CENTRAL IOWA MODEL
RAILROAD CLUB HAMPTON, IA
SUNDAY OCTOBER 29, 2017
9:00 AM to 3:00 PM
Franklin County Convention Center
Highway 3 West, Hampton, IA
Admission $5.00 (Children10 and under free with adult).
MORE INFORMATION::
eastsidetrains@gmail.com

………………..
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NOV 4, 2017. NMRA KATE SHELLY DIVISION TRAIN SHOW,
BOONE, IA 26TH ANNUAL FALL MEET.
IOWA: Kate Shelley Division Train Show
Nov. 4th; 9AM-3PM
United Community School, 1284 U Ave, Boone, Iowa, on US 30 east of Boone.
$5.00 registrations to PO Box 474, Ames, IA. 50010.
Clinics, Door prizes, dealers, NMRA judjing, concessions, etc. 26th annual fall meet.
Info, forms, etc. from Joe Gliem, at:
joegliem@gmail.com.

3. NEW PRODUCTS:
COMING: O SCALE ROCK ISLAND TA ROCKET SETS
FROM SUNSET MODELS
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Go to Sunset Models Website:
http://www.3rdrail.com/reservation.html#RIROCKET

………………..
TWO NEW ROCK ISLAND DECALS FROM MASK ISLAND DECALS
ROCK ISLAND ORTNER COVERED HOPPER

Rock Island Decal 87-343 Ortner covered gondola.
http://www.maskislanddecals.com/product/rock-island-covered-gondola-ortner-build/

NEW U33BS LIMITED STOCK

http://www.maskislanddecals.com/product/rock-island-3/

COMING: ROCK ISLAND WOODRACK DECALS
We plan to release before or during the Chicago RPM in October. Price and description
in progress. See attached photo of Mainline Photos photo, Mask Island Collection and
copy of decal already completed.
Also listed under Atlas is several Rock Island locomotives all equipped with DCC and
Sound. Mask Island Decals Inc. pays the shipping.
Viisit the Mask Island website:
http://www.maskislanddecals.com
Any questions please email me at maskisland@hotmail.com
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Hubert Mask
Mask Island Decals Inc.

………………..
1925 ROCK ISLAND (CRI&P and CRI&G) GENERAL ROSTER BOOK
*** STILL AVAILABLE! ***
1925 ROCK ISLAND (CRI&P and CRI&G) GENERAL ROSTER BOOK.
300-PAGE BOUND VOLUME reprint.
*Individual numbers* and detailed statistics shown for each type of equipment as
follows: Steam Locomotives, Motor cars, Passenger cars ,Freight cars, MofW
equipment, Stations, Shops, Engine houses, Turntables, Coaling stations, Stock yards,
Junctions/Interchanges, Personnel ...and MORE.
A wealth of fascinating information. You will not be disappointed!
300 pages: $12 + $2.50 postage (lower 48).
Please email to PHunnell@yahoo.com for simple ordering info and/or request to
see sample pages.
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3. PASSENGER CAR GOLDEN TOWER ‘ROCKS ON’
BY PAUL BARNES - VICE PRESIDENT, SALES & MARKETING, ABERDEEN
& ROCKFISH RR AND PEE DEE RIVER RWY,
’THE ROADS OF PERSONAL SERVICE'
The Rock Island had a diverse passenger operation over its far-flung system through
the years. To support its empire, the RI owned and operated many different passenger
car types. One of the members of this once vast and proud fleet ‘rocks on’ in the
southeast U.S.
The private railroad car River Falls (PPCX 800797) was originally built in late 1954 by
Pullman for the Rock Island as the sleeping car Golden Tower (originally configured
with 8 roomettes and 6 double bedrooms). It was constructed primarily for service on
the joint Rock Island/Southern Pacific passenger train Golden State which operated
between Chicago and Los Angeles on a 45-hour schedule three days per week.

Observation end of River Falls. Interesting that the Pullman Standard
fluting below the windows has survived after all these years - a rarity.
Photo by Paul Barnes, A&R RR.
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Vestibule end of River Falls. Photo by Paul Barnes, A&R RR.
The Golden Tower was retired from Rock Island service in 1968 and sold to Mr. Roy
Hofheinz. It was subsequently acquired by Amtrak in 1972 who named it Lincoln Park.
The car was ‘retired’ for a second time in 1981 and Jack Neubaum, formerly with North
Carolina DOT Rail Division, purchased it from Amtrak. Mr. Neubaum reconfigured the
interior to 5 bedrooms and lounge. The car was rebuilt again in 2004 to its current
lounge/dining configuration under then-owner Lancaster & Chester Railway. It was
purchased by its current owner, Greenville & Western Railway (GRLW), in 2015.
On July 27, 2017, the Pee Dee River Railway (PDRR) (subsidiary of North Carolinabased Aberdeen & Rockfish Railroad) leased the car to operate four official inspection
trips over a portion of its operation. Two of these trips originated from downtown
Bennettsville, South Carolina (former depot site) and two originated at the Domtar Pulp
& Paper mill south of town. The car’s current dining/lounge configuration was wellsuited for these inspection trips. All bedrooms were removed in previous rebuilds
leaving a dining room in the vestibule end (seating 18) and a lounge area (seating 14) in
the opposite end, separated by a restroom, small kitchen and bar in the middle of the
car.
The weather was perfect and all four trips operated almost without incident to the delight
of PDRR officials and passengers – including several South Carolina and Marlboro
County economic developers, elected officials and current and prospective PDRR
customers. The only bad mark (literally) occurred on the second departure from
Bennettsville (southbound). Shortly after departing the boarding site, a local vandal
‘rocked’ (excuse the pun) the car with an object which hit one of the windows, creating
an approximately 10-inch ‘spider web’ impact mark. Thankfully, no glass entered the
interior and no injuries occurred to passengers or crew.
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Elegant interior of business car River Falls. All bedrooms in the car were
removed in the rebuilding process Photo by Paul Barnes, A&R RR.
To get the River Falls to the PDRR interchange at McColl, South Carolina, CSXT
delivered the car from the GRLW at Belton, South Carolina (deadheading in regular
freight service) surprisingly quickly and in remarkably excellent shape. Clearly, the
GRLW had recently ‘refreshed’ the car’s interior and exterior. The return route back to
the GRLW, however, was an entirely different ordeal. The car was interchanged from
PDRR to CSXT at McColl, SC 8/9/17 and arrived at the Pelzer, SC interchange over 15
days later, taking twice as long as the inbound move. To make matters much worse, it
was evident that CSXT ‘man-handled’ the car along the way, including an out-of-route
stay in Waycross, GA [a major hump yard and congestion point on CSXT - Editor]
for a couple of days. Heavy wood tables and solid, over-stuffed chairs were turned over
and many glass fixtures were broken. [OMG, I hope they didn’t hump the car - Ed.]
Despite the less-than-desirable experience on the car’s return, the car served the PDRR
well during the inspection trips. As a result, the railroad and Marlboro County received
exposure they would not have been able to get otherwise to help market the operation
and industrial sites.
Pulling the River Falls during the inspection trips was PDRR GP-16 #1797 (ex-CSXT
#1797), one of four 1,600 horsepower model GP-16’s owned by PDRR and originally
built by EMD in the early 1950’s. All four locomotives were originally configured as
GP-7u when constructed for either the Atlantic Coast Line or Seaboard Air Line Railroad
(depending on the exact locomotive). They were rebuilt in the early 1980’s to the
current GP-16 configuration by Seaboard System at its Uceta Shop in Tampa, Florida.
Number 1797 was originally built for ACL as GP-7 #219. It worked for successor
companies SCL, SBD and CSXT changing road numbers frequently. CSXT retired it as
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PDRR #16 pulling RIVER FALLS in 2017. Photo by Paul Barnes, A&R RR.
#1797 on 1/13/93 whereupon it was sold to the Louisville & Indiana Railroad. PDRR
purchased it in the early 2000’s.
The line operated today by the PDRR was chartered February 9, 1882 by the South
Carolina Pacific Railway. When its first segment opened later that year, the Railway
was leased to the Cape Fear & Yadkin Valley Railway (CF&YV). CF&YV operated from
Mt. Airy, NC to Fayetteville, NC and Wilmington, NC including the SC Pacific which was
completed from Fayetteville to Bennettsville in 1884. In 1894, the CF&YV entered
bankruptcy and was divided between the Southern Railway and the Atlantic Coast Line
(ACL). The ACL acquired the southern portions of CF&YV (from Sanford, NC to
Wilmington, NC and from Fayetteville, NC to Bennettsville, SC). The operation survived
successive mergers creating Seaboard Coast Line (July 1, 1967), CSX Corporation
(November 1, 1980), Seaboard System (January 1, 1983) (Seaboard System along with
Chessie System were subsidiaries of CSX Corp.) and CSX Transportation (July 1,
1986). CSXT sold the McColl to Marlboro Mills portion of the line to Marlboro County in
1987. On October 1, 1987, PDRR (subsidiary of Aberdeen & Rockfish Railroad (A&R))
began operations as the contract operator of this segment, interchanging rail traffic with
CSXT at McColl.
Initially, A&R GP-7 #205 operated the revitalized line, but rebuilt CF-7 #2486 (ex-Santa
Fe Railway) soon made its home in Bennettsville, replacing #205. In subsequent years,
four GP-16s were added to the roster. In 2010, #2486 left the PDRR for the A&R in
North Carolina.
In 1990, Willamette Industries opened a $350,000,000 paper mill on the PDRR at
Marlboro Mills. The mill was acquired by Weyerhaeuser in 2002 and ownership was
subsequently transferred to Domtar on March 5, 2007.
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Pee Dee special train in 2017. Photo by Charlotte, NC-based railfan Jim
Fetchero, provided to RIR by Paul Barnes, A&R RR.

Above: View of PD 1797 with office car River Falls by Jim Fetchero.
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Today, traffic on the PDRR includes printing paper, woodpulp, plastic pellets, particle
board, medium-density fiberboard (MDF), gravel and fertilizer among other
commodities. Customers proudly served by PDRR are Domtar, Arauco, Mohawk,
Hanson and Southern States.

1958 Rock Island diagram of Golden Tower, now River Falls.

Additional information - Link to Aberdeen and Rockfish/Pee Dee webpage:
http://www.aberdeen-rockfish.com/html/pdrr-home.html

4. SHANE MURPHY, JOHN MATROW AND BRIAN EHNI
DISCUSS CRI&P RPO #760 AND THE JUDGE HOFHEINZ
PASSENGER CAR COLLECTION CIRCA 1970
From: Shane Murphy
Date: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 at 7:13 AM
To: BRIAN PAUL EHNI
Cc: John Matrow, "David J. Engle" <RIRocket@att.net>, <tbrug@aol.com>
Subject: Re: CRI&P #760 RPO
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Here are three photos of 760 leaving the Whistlestop ranch. The following three photos
are taken by Shane Murphy 2017. by Shane Murphy.
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Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Rock Island RPO saved and being moved
From: John Matrow [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Wed, August 30, 2017 9:49 am
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
#754-759 went to Ringling Bros Barnum & Bailey and presumed scapped.
#760 was originally rebuilt by RI as #876 baggage in 1960. Then rebuilt to #760
baggage-RPO in 1965. It appears in Rock Island Color Guide to Freight and Passenger
Equipment as #760.
I have never seen a RBBB roster, either all-time or last.

Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Rock Island RPO saved and being moved
From: Bill Pollard
Date: Thu, August 31, 2017 11:21 pm
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
What prompted the rebuilding of 867 to RPO 760? Was there a wreck or equipment
failure which depleted the RPO fleet thus requiring an additional car? By 1965, RPO
routes were already being phased out, and this car was one of the last few cars on any
railroad converted to RPO service. Its tenure as a RPO was brief, within a couple of
years all RPO service on the Rock Island had ended. This car was the last RPO placed
in service by the Rock Island -- truly worthy of museum restoration.
Bill Pollard

BRIAN PAUL EHNI
Date: Wed, August 30, 2017 7:18 am
To:
jmatrow@juno.com
shane.murphy@ymail.com
Cc:
RIRocket@att.net
tbrug@aol.com
He bought more than that. Here is RI Northern Lakes, with other unidentified RI
sleepers. I shot these in Hitchcock, TX in the late 60’s, early 70’s.
Thanks!
Brian Ehni
Following two photos by Brian Ehni.
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Enlarged view of Rock Island Northern Lakes in the Judge Hofheinz collection
approximately 1970. Photo by Brian Ehni.

Above and below: Two wide views of the Judge Hofheinz collection
approximately 1970. Photo by Brian Ehni.
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On Tue, 29 Aug 2017 15:30:41 -0500 Shane writes:
Ok I spoke with Bud Garrett, BB Garrett's son who is not very well and his memory is
lapsing, but he did recall a couple of holes in my story. Judge Hofheinz acquired about
100 passenger cars from various sources in the 1960's and I imagine as passenger
service was waning, probably got them for a song, and kept them scattered about
various SP sidings and yard tracks in and around Houston. His intent was to ring them
around the Astrodome parking lot and rent them out for parties and overnight sleeping in
the case of sleeping cars. This was before stadium suites were a big deal. I can just
imagine 100 cars ringing the Dome, but for reasons unknown it never came to pass and
the SP started putting heat on him to get them off the property once they found out they
had no home at the Dome, so he put the word out that they would be for sale, and BB
Garrett jumped on the chance and bought what he thought were some good cars. Bud
said he bought 16 cars and sold 10 of those to pay for the remaining cars and the
moving of the Lark set, Georgia business car, Santa Fe car, SP coach, RPO, and two
cabooses. After that was completed he got the cars on his ranch and basically broke
even on the deal, that is, no cost to him after the whole deal was done.. He said the
RPO did not have steps and the RPO on the trucks were too high for his use at the
ranch, so he had the trucks removed and set the RPO on blocks to lower it, and sold the
trucks. He said the Amtrak coach was involved in a wreck about the same time and he
was offered it free if he hauled it off, so he had it trucked to the ranch sans trucks, also
set on blocks. Bud said the same as Brian, that most of the Hofheinz collection ended
up in Mexico.
So that still doesn't give a complete history in the RPO but it was one of many cars the
Judge bought from various sellers around the country in the 1960's. Bud does have
correspondence between his Dad BB Garrett, The Judge, and various lawyers of the SP
and said he would try to dig it up for me, however it still probably will not answer the
question in how the Judge acquired the RPO.
Shane Murphy
Tyler, Tex
On Aug 29, 2017, at 2:28 PM, BRIAN PAUL EHN wrote:
Thanks for the excellent rundown, Shane. I knew about the SP cars at Whistlestop, but
not the RI and the two cabooses. I actually went thru some of the Hoffeinz cars down in
Hitchcock, TX, near Galveston, and I took photos of the two triple unit diners (one
Daylight, one simulated stainless) parked behind the Post Office at the station in
Houston when they were there.
I believe most of the Hoffeinz collection went south to Mexico, though at least one
(former NYC observation Wingate Brook) made it to Amtrak.
Thanks!
Brian Ehni
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From: Shane
Date: Tuesday, August 29, 2017 at 2:03 PM
To: "David J. Engle"
Cc: BRIAN PAUL EHNI, Tom Brugman <tbrug@aol.com>, John
Matrow
Subject: Re: CRI&P #760 RPO
I can't answer the question about the cars heritage before about 1975. The car was
located, up until yesterday, In Flint, Tx just south of Tyler, on County Road 150 on what
is known as the Whistlestop Ranch. This ranch was a weekend getaway of one Brian
Garrett, aka BB Garrett who was a lifelong Cotton Belt employee here In Tyler, Tex. He
worked his way up to be freight claims agent until the UP absorbed the SSW/SP in 95'.
So in about '75 he acquired a collection of ex SP and other cars from Judge Roy
Hofheinz of Houston. How that all came about I am not sure but I need to find out, and I
think I know someone who can tell me. But anyway the Judge was a wheeler dealer,
one time mayor of Houston, and was responsible for the Astrodome and the Houston
Astros and a host of projects of which no doubt many political favors were exchanged.
As SP was a significant player in Houston, I imagine if he wanted a rail car collection,
SP probably made sure he got it, though I am not sure why he wanted it.
So somehow BB Garrett acquired Hofheinz's collection and had the string of cars
moved up the SP Rockland Sub from Houston to Lufkin, then interchanged with the
Cotton Belt at Lufkin and moved north to the Flint, Tx siding. From there, one weekend
BB Garrett somehow had a SSW track gang lay down panel tracks in he middle of FM
2793, a two lane highway, to near his ranch, pulling the cars with a dozer. Once at the
ranch they pulled up the panel tracks behind the cars and ran them across the property
up on top of a hill, one at a time with the bulldozer as power.
The cars in question were a three unit articulated SP set from The Lark, an old Georgia
SE truss rod business car that had been updated, a Santa Fe streamlined lounge, and a
streamlined SP coach from the Sunset, and two cabooses.
Then he acquired the CRI&P RPO and a Amtrak (SP) streamlined coach from a
scrapper in Houston, and these two cars were trucked to the ranch as they had no
trucks under them at this time.
BB Garrett passed away in '98 or '99 and his son Bud in 2010 donated the RPO and the
Georgia car to our Cotton Belt Depot Museum, but we had no place for them so we
declined the offer, so he put all cars on the Ozark site for sale as he had sold the ranch
to the next door (next ranch) neighbor, less the cars. He sold the Lark set to the
Grapevine Tx tourist RR and they were trucked to Grapevine about a year ago and
stored outside there. He sold the Santa Fe car to a collector in the Austin area, and the
SP coach to a potential tourist train outfit in San Antonio. The cabooses were sold to
individuals whe trucked them away, one here in Texas and one to California. The
rancher who bought he Whistlestop then sold the property to a A.W. Hines of Waco who
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has re-donated the Georgia car to us now that we have a spot for it, sold the RPO to the
OK city museum, and I just found out someone who bought an excess Ringling Brothers
car with no interior, has bought the seats from the Amtrak coach, which will leave a
stripped out coach all alone on the ranch.
All this is extra info you didn't ask for, and the important info on the RPO is unknown to
me, but I will make inquiries and try to find out. I have photos of most of these cars,
inside and out, but none of the cabooses.
I'll be back in touch.
Shane Murphy
Tyler, Tex
Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Rock Island RPO saved and being moved
From: "cwdahle" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Tue, August 29, 2017 1:26 pm
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
What a pleasant surprise to learn that one of that group is being saved. During the
years, 1965 - 67, I served as a clerk on the Minneapolis & Kansas City RPO with a
north end head out. 760 was usually assigned to trains 15 and 16 and I would often
work in that car.
On Aug 29, 2017, at 12:54 PM, David Engle <rirocket@att.net> wrote:
Thank you very much for your your response.
This is the record as it now stands, pending the update. I have always understood that
RI for some reason changed the car from the 867 to the 760.
867 NYC 10416 Peekskill Bay pur. 7-22-59, 22
Baggage679041221948RBBB992108-16-68

Rmt on NYC78’

760RI 867 changed to RPO Bag.60' Mail, 21' Bagg. 2011 For Sale Ozark
Mountain Railcar.
This raises questions about the car both before 2011 and now. How did it get to Tyler,
and what is the rest of the heritage since.
Dave Engle; RIRocket@att.net, Kansas City, agent
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From: Shane
To: rirocket@att.net
Sent: Tuesday, August 29, 2017 11:51 AM
Subject: CRI&P #760 RPO
Brian asked me to contact you about this RPO car, moved yesterday from Tx to OK.
I would be happy to assist you with any questions, into, photos, etc. even though I am a
Katy guy at heart.
Shane Murphy
Tyler, Tex

Subject: FW: Rock Island RPO saved and being moved
From: "BRIAN PAUL EHNI"
Date: Tue, August 29, 2017 7:57 am
To:
"David J. Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>
Here are the photos from the article. Looks like it was sitting on the ground, as there is
mention of it needing trucks & couplers.
Loading up at Flint, TX (Tyler) today, en route to the Okla City RR Museum. Rock Island
RPO 760 has been rescued and will be moved to the OKC rail Museum. Anyone can
click the link above and see the thumbnail photos. TO members can log in and see
them full size.
Thanks!
Brian Ehni
Following six photos of Rock Island RPO #760 provided by Brian Ehni
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5. PHOTOS OF THE IAIS DURANT FIRE DEPARTMENT
EXCURSION SEPTEMBER 30, 2017
From: Mark Zaputil
Date: Sun, October 1, 2017 2:04 am
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
Saw your request on the IAIS Yahoo group and thought I would send these five pictures
for consideration. All have my watermark on them and if you decide to use any please
do credit me as photographer. Thanks for your consideration and good luck with the
Rock Island Reporter. And thank you for what you do....!
Mark Zaputil Davenport, Iowa

Mark Zaputil took this photo of the IAIS Fireman’s Special meeting the
Durant Fire Department in Durant, IA on Sept 30, 2017 Eastbound IAIS
GP38-2 705 slowly brings the excursion to its stop in Durant, Iowa. view
shows the complete train with GP-38-2s #707 and 705 at each end and
five newly acquired P-70 coaches making their debut on this trip.
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Above: IAIS GP-38-2 #705 Leads through Durant, IA. Photo by Mark
Zaputi
Below: The Fireman’s Special with GP-38-2 #707 in the lead passes
through Wilton, IA
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Fireman’s Special moving through Durant on a beautiful day in Iowa.

IAIS #707 leads through West Liberty, IA. Photo by Mark Zaputil.
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IAIS VOLUNTEER FIREMAN BENEFIT TRAINS
From: mickburkart@aol.com
Date: Tue, October 3, 2017 6:44 pm
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
Tom,
In its eighth year, IAIS operated a passenger train for four trips between West Liberty
and Durant, Iowa to benefit the local fire departments. This year, the former Montreal
commuter cars were replaced by five P-70 coaches acquired last year. Rebuilding,
including the addition of toilets was accomplished over the Spring and Summer at the
Silvis Shop. Each department was allotted 180 seats per trip and was another sell out.
Originally power by IAIS QJ Steam Locomotives, trips for the last few years have been
handled by diesels.
Mick Burkart
VP-COO IAIS (Retired)
Volunteer Fundraiser Coordinator
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6. ROCK ISLAND FANS AND PHOTO SECTION
DENMARK
ROCK ISLAND HEAVYWEIGHT/CLERESTORY BAGGAGE AND
DORMS
From: Daniel Bekavac
Date: Mon, September 11, 2017 1:02 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>
So do you think you will manage to include drawings of baggage 4180, baggage-mail
7011 and a baggage-dormitory that´s best suited to model from an IHC heavyweight
combine in the October Issue of the Rock Island Reporter?

From: "Daniel Bekavac
To: RITSList
Sent: Thursday, September 7, 2017 5:14 AM
Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Re: Clerestory roof heavyweight baggage dormitories and
baggage-mails
Hello Tom,
your information was indeed very helpful already, because now I know that by 1958,
there were no more clerestory roof heavyweights around, which means, that they all
must have been rebuilt at some point in time before. For me it will now be interesting to
find out if this happened before 1950 or not, because I would like to model a 1950-1953
train featuring clerestory roof heavyweights.
[Daniel - Bad news is by 1958 any heavyweight baggage-dorms were out of the
Rock Island diagram book entirely. The only heavyweight dormitory cars in ’58
were oval roof (see .6013-14-15 next page).
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Diagrams of 4180 storage-baggage and 7011 baggage-mail cars are below. Both
are still Clerestory in ’58.
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Not what you are looking for, but Rock Island seemed to prefer coach-dorms,
dinette-dorms and lounge dorms in ’58. Only one baggage dorm can be found.
These are all lightweight cars - no heavyweights. Pity the employees that are
packed, stacked and racked into the tiny spaces of these lightweight cars.. Tom
B]
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NEW ZEALAND
MODELING ROCK ISLAND ENGINE FACILITY, AMARILLO TX . IN NEW
ZEALAND
From: Tom Brugman
Date: Sun, September 3, 2017 8:40 am
To:
"Stan Agar" <stanrail@xtra.co.nz>
Cc:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Thank you Stan. I will include this in the October issue.
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Tom Brugman
On Sep 3, 2017, at 4:10 AM, Stan Agar <stanrail@xtra.co.nz> wrote:
Amarillo Texas.
Hi,
I discovered the Rock Island Reporter earlier in the year. You asked for details about
modeling projects. I am just starting to lay track on a set of 5 HO scale Free-Mo
modules based on the Rock Island engine facility in Amarillo, Texas around 1970. It is Tshaped 15’ long by 6’ 4” wide. My main modeling interest is the Louisville and Nashville
but I have always had a soft spot for the Rock Island. The article in the July 1976
Railroad Modeler magazine on Amarillo has been my main inspiration along with some
photos from the net and in books as well as making good use of Google Earth.
It’s a bit of a long shot but if anyone has any photos they would like to share of the
engine facility and the buildings around the wye I would be very grateful. I will send
some pictures of the layout once it is a presentable state.
Regards
Stan Agar
stanrail@xtra.co.nz
SkillWise model railway club
Christchurch, New Zealand

SWEDEN
ROCK ISLAND MODELING BY OLE PADE
From: Ole Pade
Date: Tue, September 12, 2017 4:19 am
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
I have the following for the October 2017 issue
Regards
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Ole Pade
Following two photos by Ole Pade.
My F9AM conversion- from Bowser F7 to Rock Island #4165 .

Cabooses kitbashed from ATLAS w/visions.
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ARKANSAS
COMMENTS ON ROCK ISLAND RI CRIP DIGITAL 1958 CAR DIAGRAM
BOOK 1958
From: Bill Pollard
Date: Sat, April 1, 2017 5:55 pm
Thanks Tom.
I have quite a number of RI passenger diagrams myself, and was hoping that this disk
might have some different "change" dates.
The discussion in the current RI Reporter about the need to show the ENTIRE diagram,
versus just the boxed material is right on target. When I first started putting some
diagrams in articles in Remember the Rock, they were not aware of the value of the
dates in the upper left hand corner and initially cropped them, but we caught it and fixed
it before the magazine went to press. I have quite a number of RI passenger diagrams
myself, and was hoping that this disk might have some different "change" dates.
The discussion in the current RI Reporter about the need to show the ENTIRE diagram,
versus just the boxed material is right on target. When I first started putting some
diagrams in articles in Remember the Rock, they were not aware of the value of the
dates in the upper left hand corner and initially cropped them, but we caught it and fixed
it before the magazine went to press.
On the HW club lounge cars that was one of my Remember the Rock two-part articles, I
had I think 5 different diagrams of the same car numbers, all quite different based on
date and modifications. Even with those, I did not have all of the changes. I had not
thought about the same issue in regard to steam locomotives, but a change in driver
size was quite a revision.
Thanks for your efforts with the Rock Island Reporter.
Bill

………………..
ADDITIONAL INFO ON RI BLUE STROBES IN DES MOINES
From: "stephen eudy"
Date: Fri, July 7, 2017 5:36 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
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Hello Mr. Brugman, I hope this finds all well out your way. I got the latest RIR, thank you
very much. I am pleased that Dean Schirf mentioned me and my R.I. postcard collection
(now at 973 R.I. specific) on page 50. I sent a thank you email to him. I wanted to send
a little more info about the blue strobe lights. I lived in Des Moines & West Des Moines
for about 45 years and spent a lot of time at Short Line yard. I saw SW-900's 906
(5-30-78) & 908 (6-10-78) with the strobes mounted on the cab roof. I also saw
GP-181349 (6-10-78), and GP-7 4530 (5-29-78) with them mounted on the cab roof. I
never saw any other units with them. The blue strobes were made by Whelen
Engineering Co. of Deep River, Conn., this info I got from the guys at the Short Line
engine house where they were installed. I hope this info helps. Another very interesting
RIR issue, keep up the great work.
Take care, Stephen Eudy

………………..
WORLD WAR I RAILROAD INTEREST
From: Carolyn Kent
Date: Mon, July 17, 2017 1:08 pm
To:
tbrug@aol.com
Email: carolke5@aol.com
Subject: WW I and the Rock Island
Message: I just came across your news letter. I have been transcribing letters from local
newspapers from soldiers of WW I and have run across some from members of the
Rock Island recruits. The United States entered the war April 6, 1917 and the armistice
was signed November 11 at 11 am 1918. I would love to hear from anyone with
additional info on this time period with the Rock Island and would be glad to share the
letters and what ever else I turn up. I live near Little Rock, Arkansas. Our soldiers that
joined those regiments were in Co. B, 13 th engineers (Ry). They along with Co A were
the first American Troops of any type to reach England and France and were paraded
for the citizens.They reached England in July 1917. I also have a history of the 13 th. I
see your current issue has some WW I info.

Carolyn Kent

………………..
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PERRY AR DEPOT NEEDS YOUR HELP! HIBBLEN RADIO ARTICLE TO
PRESERVE ROCK ISLAND PERRY AR DEPOT
From: Robert Chitwood
Date: Sat, September 30, 2017 12:24 pm
To:
“Tom" editor@rockislandreporter.com
On Friday, September 22, 2017 3:35 AM, Michael Hibblen wrote:
Sure Robert, I'd welcome anything that gets the word out. Yes, I read the Rock Island
Reporter as a PDF when I see it, so I'll watch for it. Or a note when it's available so I
don't miss it would be great too.
Thanks,
Michael
Sent from my iPhone
On Sep 21, 2017, at 9:58 AM, Robert Chitwood wrote:
Hello! I subscribe to a Rock Island newsletter called the Rock Island Reporter. Would it
be permissible to submit your article on the future of the Perry AR depot to this
newsletter? I would make arrangements for you to receive a copy emailed to you.
Sincerely, Robert Chitwood
Following two photos courtesy of Michael Hibblen, Hibblen Radio.
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Read the full article on the Perry, OK depot:
://hibblenradio.com/railroads/rock-island-in-arkansas/effort-to-save-former-rock-islanddepot-in-perry-arkansas-from-demolition/

CALIFORNIA
From: John Wegner
To: David Engle <RIRocket@att.net>
Sent: Sunday, October 1, 2017 10:23 PM
Subject: Golden State Video
Hey Dave, check out The Coach Yard's HO Golden State video.
Scroll down to see it:
http://www.thecoachyard.com/Pages/Videos.lasso
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COLORADO
1907 ROCK ISLAND BOILER EXPLOSION AT CALHAN, CO
From: James Rueber
To: RIRocket@att.net
Sent: Tuesday, July 18, 2017 11:45 AM
Subject: FATAL ACCIDENT ON CRI&P
IOWA STATE BYSTANDER
Colorado Springs, Colo.,--Sept 18. 1907--The locomotive pulling passenger train No. 5,
westbound on the Rock Island railroad, blew up at Calhan, Colo., Tuesday, killing
Engineer John D. Hartman, and seriously if not fatally injuring Fireman A. E. Chinburg.
The end.
James Rueber

………………..
WELCOMING A NEW READER AND AMTRAK CONDUCTOR
Subject: RE: Rock Island Reporter / Subscribe
From: Ronald Mical
Date: Thu, August 17, 2017 1:49 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>

You’re right -- I don’t think people realize what is involved with the world of trainmen.
When everything is going smoothly, one sees a heck of a fun job. A bit of Polar
Express, to be sure. But when stuff begins to fall apart, that’s where the training comes
in. And working with the public is a tough job. “You just can’t make this stuff up”, right?
Someday I’ll have to dig up my pictures and notes from my Peoria Rocket rides. I still
remember sleeping overnight outside the Peoria station, waiting for that early morning
departure.
Watching a westbound freight (the exact suburban location escapes me), which just
happened to be on the final day of operations.
So many good memories.
“IF” I ever have time, since I’m working in Denver right now, I’ve got to find time to trace
the Rock into and about the Denver area.
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Thanks for accepting.
Ron
From: Tom Brugman [mailto:tbrug@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 1:11 PM
To: Ronald Mical
Cc: Tom Brugman
Subject: Re: Rock Island Reporter / Subscribe
Ron,
One more thing.
When I was with the STB, I would go out on occasional on-train Amtrak inspection trips.
One of the things that really impressed me was the responsibilities of the Amtrak
conductors. Tickets, passenger safety and relations, calling signals, brakeman,
switching, and all in full uniform. Tough job!
I may mention this as a footnote to your bio. You OK with that?
Tom Brugman
On Aug 16, 2017, at 2:48 PM, Tom Brugman <tbrug@aol.com<mailto:tbrug@aol.com>>
wrote:
Great. Can I use your short bio here as an intro in the next newsletter?
Our readers like to hear about railroad pro's and their careers.Subject: RE: Rock Island
Reporter / Subscribe
From: Mical, Ronald
Date: Wed, August 16, 2017 11:43 am
To:
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>
Cc:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
You nailed it, sir.
I was an Amtrak conductor working out of Chicago, then became a Rules Instructor in
Delaware. Three years ago, became a Trainmaster, working out of Denver, responsible
for the California Zephyr from Omaha to Grand Junction. It is a pretty cool gig.
Rock Island connection: I actually lived just north of Joliet. Ahh, many a night camped
out on the platform.
Ron
From: Tom Brugman [mailto:tbrug@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 15, 2017 5:31 PM
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To: Ronald Mical
Cc: Tom Brugman
Subject: Re: Rock Island Reporter / Subscribe
You gave me everything I need, to be on the distribution list. Thanks.
It's pretty safe to conclude that there's only one Denver in the US that is a major railroad
gateway, and has Trainmasters of class one railroads stationed there. So Colorado is
not too risky a guess🤔
Appreciate your interest. Welcome aboard.
Tom Brugman
On Aug 15, 2017, at 5:05 PM,
Mical, Ronald wrote:
Hi. Please sign me up (!). Is this all I need to do?
Ron Mical
Trainmaster / Denver

GEORGIA
WELCOMING A NEW READER
From: "Dave Lotz"
Date: Tue, August 1, 2017 5:43 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>
Cc:
"David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Hi Tom,
Thanks for the add. You may know me from my work in the model railroad industry with
Railway Classics, Digitrax, Exactrail, TrainLife or my small business Q Connection. Or,
maybe from my involvement with the Burlington Route Historical Society. I model
Burlington, Iowa, hence my interest in the Rock Island.
Dave

ILLINOIS
CABOOSE #178634 IN BACKYARD
From:

"Arvid Hagberg"
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Date: Fri, September 29, 2017 9:24 pm
To:
"Editor@rockislandreporter.com" <Editor@rockislandreporter.com>

Hi Tom
I am very interested in the Rock. I have Rock Island caboose #17864 in my backyard
also a basement full of mostly old and rare R. I items.
I enjoy the newsletters.
Arvid Hagberg

INDIANA
From: Paul Hunt
To: Paul Hunnell
Sent: Monday, October 2, 2017 12:36 PM
Subject: Ghost of the barber pole.
Lookkee what I shot last weekend in Indiana:
The 467 and 515 are ex-RI.
Paul Hunnell

Following four photos by Paul Hunnell 2017. #467 and the RPO are former RI
equipment, the 465 and 469 are not RI in origin.
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IOWA
CORRECTING PHOTO CREDIT - DES MOINES SWITCHER BLUE
STROBE LIGHTS
From: James Rasmussen
Date: Fri, July 7, 2017 11:06 am
To: editor@rockisandreporter.com
Hi Tom,
The photo of 4300 with blue strobes [RIR July, 2017] on RailPictures is my shot. I
remember hearing on the scanner that this was the "Avon Turn" and I think it's about to
cross the N&W tracks in this shot. I lived in Des Moines back in 1978-79 and have
slides of five other units with blue strobes including: 907, 1340, 1344, 4526, & 4527.
My son Ryan has the RailPictures account and he has scanned and posted some
of my old shots. Link: http://www.railpictures.net/photo/214206/
Jim Rasmussen - Leander, Texas

Following five photos of RI 907, RI 1340, RI 1344, 4526, and 4527 in Des Moines with
strobe lights by James Rasmussen.

Experimental strobes mounted, Rock Island 4300 creeps out of Des
Moines with a short, all boxcar train. Around the time of the photo, Rock
Island had been experimenting with putting strobes on the cabs of other
units such as their SW1500's. Original Print by Jim Rasmussen
Railroad: Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific (Rock Island)
Locomotive: EMD GP38-2
Location: Des Moines, Iowa, USA
Locomotive #: RI 4300
Train ID: Avon Turn
Photo Date: May 20, 1978
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OMG!!!!
I FORGOT TO SEND A
CONTRIBUTION TO ROCK
ISLAND REPORTER!!!!!!
SEE LAST PAGE FOR DONATIONS
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………………..
IAIS PASSENGER CAR ACQUISITION
Subject: Change of passenger cars
From: "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Date: Fri, August 25, 2017 4:22 pm
To:
"PCL List" <passengercarlist@yahoogroups.com>
Cc:
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>
Iowa Chapter NRHS has announced the acquisition by IAIS of five P-70 coaches from
Austin and Texas Central RR. Apparently they will replace a larger group of cars of
Canadian origin, reducing train capacity from 800 to 360. Is there any further info, such
as heritages, etc. of cars involved.
Dave EngleKCMO

………………..

PHOTOS OF ROCK GP-9 4424 JOHN W BARRIGER III
Subject: West Liberty IA
From: "Steve Black" <steveblack949@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, September 25, 2017 5:39 pm
To:
"Editor@rockislandreporter.com" <Editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Hi, these are my photos taken on a cold day, 01/05/1977, at West Liberty IA. I have
posted these on FaceBook several years ago but was hoping you might be interested in
them.
Photos are tif files of 5 megabytes each in size, as this is my first time sending photos
by Windows 10 mail, I do not know if they are downsized or converted to something
else.
Steve Black
Cedar Rapids, IA
Following two photos by Steve Black, 1977.
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IOWA INTERSTATE EQUIPS ENTIRE LOCOMOTIVE FLEET WITH
STREAMING EVENT RECORDER AND ADVANCED VIDEO
From: "Buddy Burton" <burton1971@yahoo.com>
Date: Sat, September 2, 2017 4:08 am
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
Iowa Interstate equips entire locomotive fleet with Wi-Tronix Violet.
http://www2.wi-tronix.com/iowa-interstate-equips-entire-locomotive-fleet-with-Wi-TronixViolet

………………..
ROCK ISLAND HANDCAR USED IN 1916 IOWA BURGLARY
From: "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Date: Sat, August 26, 2017 4:05 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>
Dave Engle
----- Forwarded Message ----From: James Rueber
To: RIRocket@att.net
Sent: Saturday, August 26, 2017 2:24 PM
Subject: Hazleton store burglarized
OELWEIN REGISTER - Oelwein, Iowa. Wednesday September 20, 1916.
The Leonard T. Swartzell store at Hazleton, Iowa was burglarized Saturday night and
was relieved of quite an amount of tobacco, underwear and shoes, etc. The first
knowledge of the robbery was gained by some men who noticed that the tool house
belonging to the Rock Island railroad company was open. They began an investigation
which resulted in the discovery of the robbery. People who lived along the railroad track
also had their suspicions aroused by hearing a hand car going south early Sunday
morning. Mr. Swartzell at once telephoned the sheriff at Independence who at once
assumed charge of the case. The hand car has since been located in the Wapsie river
at the north edge of Independence. The end.
James Rueber

………………..
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1904 - COURT AWARDS MRS. CROFT $20,000 FROM ROCK ISLAND
FOR DERAILMENT AND PERSONAL LOSS
From: James Rueber
To: wilgramps@aol.com; RIRocket@att.net
Sent: Friday, September 22, 2017 4:37 PM
THE WEST UNION GAZETTE
West Union, IowaThursday November 3, 1904.
Muscatine, Iowa,. Oct 28, -- Twenty thousand dollars was the sum awarded Mrs. Croft
by the jury after three hours deliberation for injuries received in a wreck on the Rock
Island road, defendant, at Buffalo, Iowa, last year, when a car of steel rails dashed
through the station house, killing her child and maiming her for life. This is $5,000 in
excess of the former verdict when a new trial was granted the defendants on grounds of
excessive damages. The case has occupied the attention of the court for the past few
weeks. Mrs. Croft's testimony on the witness stand and the sight of her maimed and
crippled body was the strongest testimony introduced on the part of the plaintiff. She
told how she was attending to her work when without a second's warning the steel laden
car crashed into the depot and killed her child and injured her. The jury received its
charges at 10 o'clock from Judge Jackson and after scarcely three hours deliberation
returned a verdict $5,000 in excess of the former award, or $20,000 in all.
The end.
James Rueber

MORE DICK HOVEY PHOTOGRAPHS FROM DES MOINES LATE
1950’s
From: Gregory Stout
Date: Fri, September 1, 2017 5:38 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
As previous, these are from my collection, photographer Dick Hovey. I think these were
all taken around Des Moines.
Greg Stout
s
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The following four photos were taken by Dick Hovey approximately 1970 in Des Moines,
IA
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KANSAS
GREAT PIECE ON ROCK ISLAND: “BEFORE THERE WAS MAROON,
IT WAS RED AND BLACK” ON TRAINORDERS.COM
Link: https://www.trainorders.com/discussion/read.php?
11,4367875,4367875#4367875

.....................................
From: "Dennis Opferman" <dcopferman@yahoo.com>
Date: Fri, September 22, 2017 1:49 pm
To:
"editor@rockislandreporter.com" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Tom,
Pearl, Kansas
Pearl was a station on the Rock Island's branch to Abilene and Salina. The Abilene &
Smoky Valley Railroad operates steam and diesel tourist trains on this line between
Abilene and Enterprise, about 5 mlles. At Enterprise, the diamond has been removed to
cross the BNSF (former ATSF) line to Superior, NE. Therefore, although the Abilene &
Smoky Valley Railroad owns and operates an additional 12 miles of the former Rock
Island from Enterprise to Woodbine, the two portions no longer connect. So, they have
adopted a unique way for people to enjoy these 12 miles. They run a modern day
version of the Rio Grande Southern's Galloping Goose. It is a school bus, painted
silver, with hyrail wheels. Here is a photo of it passing the still-in-use grain elevator at
Pearl, about half way to Woodbine. They call it The Silver Flyer.

If you've never ridden this line, I highly recommend it. This portion from Enterprise to
Woodbine is far more scenic (remember, we're still talking about Kansas) than the five
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miles of train operations because, in addition to wheat fields, it is a little hilly, with creeks
and trestles and groves of trees--some of which are literally plowed through by the bus!
Pearl itself is no longer a town. Only the grain elevator and one abandoned house
remain. In order to get this shot, I asked the motorman to stop and let some of us
passengers out to take pictures.
Dennis Opferman, Fort Worth, TX - Above photo by Dennis Opferman.

KENTUCKY
EX-RI COVERED HOPPERS ON THE GRAIN BELT RAILROAD,
CLINTON, OK
From: Stuart Thayer
Date: Sat, September 2, 2017 8:55 pm
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
Tom,
Here are a couple of shots I took a few years ago of ex-RI covered hoppers being used
by the Grain Belt Railroad which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Farm Rail in Clinton,
OK. Enjoy.
Stuart Thayer - Georgetown, KY
Following two photos by Stuart Thayer.
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LOUISIANA
ROCK ISLAND GREENWAY PARK IN RUSTON, LA
From: "Robert Hendrick"
Date: Thu, September 14, 2017 9:05 pm
To:
Editor@rockislandreporter.com
They are turning the ROW north of I-20 in Ruston, LA into a Greenway Park.
Link:
http://www.ruston.org/rock-island-greenway.php
Robert Hendrick
Monroe, L
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MICHIGAN

MINNESOTA
From: David Thompson
Date: Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 7:50 AM
Subject: WW I Centennial stories
To: Thomas Brugman <editor@rockislandnewsletter.com>

Dear Mr. Brugman,
I really enjoyed the article in the most recent Rock Island Newsletter about Rock Island
Railroad employees going overseas in WW I to help run and work on railroads serving
the AEF. It was a great article.
I wrote am article of similar nature dealing with railroads in France in WW I, focusing on
Railway Post Offices (RPO) and clerks of the Railway Mail Service who left RPO's on
trains in the US and as civilians, went to France to set up the military mail service for the
AEF troops in WW I France, running 18 RPO's in France on trains dedicated to serving
our troops at the front.
The article was written for the Spring 2017 (April-June 2017) issue of the Military Postal
Historical Society's MPHS Bulletin, entitled "Bringing the Mail to Doughboys: The
Railway Mail Service Goes to War in WW I France" .
Article is available for sale at: http://www.militaryphs.org/bulletin.html
Also, for your information, I have written an article on "RPO's Across America: A Century
of 'Running the Mail' on America's Railroads," encompassing most of the Fall 2017
issue of the National Railroad Historical Society's NRHS Bulletin (coming out on Labor
Day 2017).
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One of the lead photos for the above-mentioned article is of the Rock Island train # 17,
with an RPO in its consist, leaving Fort Worth, Texas for its journey to the Twin Cities of
Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN in October 23, 1965, [Steve Goen, the author of "Down
South on the Rock Island" emailed us on 10/10/2017 to inform us this photo was
taken by George Werner, and was included in that book on page 83. RIR regrets
any misuse of this photo. Tom]
Have a great day,
Dave Thompson
Rosemount, MN

MISSOURI
PHANTOM VALLEY/THUNDER MOUNTAIN CHANGES
To Dave Engle
On Sep 26, 2017, at 11:12 AM, Tom Brugman <tbrug@aol.com> wrote:
Dave
My earliest drawing of Phantom/Thunder of July 1955 shows dormitory for 8 men and a
buffet compartment. I think this was the revision date you are referring to.
My later drawing from 1966 shows dorm intact, and buffet enhanced with minor
changes.
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Biggest change 1955 to 1966 is removal of roof tail light and reduction in rear seating
area from 27 to 14.
Tom Brugman
On Sep 26, 2017, at 9:51 AM, David Engle <rirocket@att.net> wrote:
Does anyone on here have photos of the interiors of cars Phantom Valley 476 and
Thunder Mountain 477 after they were converted for mid-train service. When were the
sleeping rooms converted to crew dorm use. Am most interested in views of the
changes to that end of the cars from inside. Thanks very Much.
Dave Engle
[Following two drawings supplied by Tom Brugman]
Phantom Valley/Thunder Mountain in 1955

Phantom Valley/Thunder Mountain in 1966
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………………..
ROCK ISLAND STOPS TRAIN FOR LOAD OF CHICKENS VERSAILLES, MO
From: Royce Moser
Date: Fri, September 1, 2017 9:32 pm
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com"
Cc:
Royce Moser"
Dear Editor,
My father, Royce Moser, Sr. owned the Moser Hatchery in Versailles, MO. We shipped
baby and a few weeks old chicks to customers across the country via the RI. My Dad
was very good at keeping up with advances, and he read about the Special Handling
postage stamps, that would treat an item as first class.
One afternoon the hatch had been a little late (21 days from in the incubators until
hatching). The baby chicks were in the shipping boxes and Dad got them to the Post
Office before closing. He applied the Special Handling stamps, in addition to the usual
train fees, and the PO cancelled them.
He took them down to the RI depot and told the station master he had chickens to load
on the next train. "They're never going to stop a train for chickens." "Just wire ahead
and tell them we have chickens with Post Office cancelled Special Handling Stamps on
them." "OK, but they won't stop." The train approaches and stops looking "for the load
of chickens." "Well I'll be gol darned" (or words to that effect).
Royce Moser, Jr.

2017 ST. LOUIS RPM - THANK YOU AND LINK TO PHOTOS
From: "John Golden[PassengerCarList]" <PassengerCarList@yahoogroups.com>
To: "john.golden
Sent: Friday, September 1, 2017 9:38 AM
Friends,
Thanks for making this year's 2017 St. Louis RPM Meet another great event! We had a
record turnout this year and we are grateful that you were able to come, learn, laugh,
and enjoy fellowship and good times with your fellow modelers.
Most of our official 2017 St. Louis RPM photos, plus our archive photos from previous
years, are now available on Flickr. We have a long way to go with captions and giving
proper credit to modelers for their work. In the meantime you can check out our photos
here:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/35369592@N06/albums
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The next two big RPMs coming are Chicagoland RPM on 26-28 Oct, and Cocoa Beach
on 4-6 Jan. There's also a new event coming, hosted by Tony Sissons, called The
Carolinas School of Railway Prototype Modeling, or RPM Carolinas, on 20-21 Oct
in Winston Salem, North Carolina.
More details on this new event are available at https://sissonstony.wixsite.com/rpmcarolina.
Thank you, again, to everyone that helped make St. Louis RPM a success. First, a
huge Thank You to all the modelers who brought models. We are a modeler's meet first
and your models are the centerpiece of the event. We know how much time and
effort (and hassle) is required to bring models, and we are grateful for your
effort.
Second, thanks to our wonderful and generous vendors,
manufacturers and historical societies, and awesome clinicians for doing what you do.
And finally, thanks to the great guys that bring layouts and the guys who opened up
their home layouts for tours. All you guys gave us the opportunity to hang out with 550
of our friends from around the country--and for that, we say Thank You!
If you haven't seen it, Kenny Patterson has a feature on the 2017 St. Louis RPM Meet in
the latest Model Railroad Hobbyist online magazine, which you can view at http://modelrailroad-hobbyist.com/.
We hope to see you next year in St. Louis. Our dates are already set: Friday, July 20
and Saturday July 21, 2018.
More info can be found here: http://icg.home.mindspring.com/rpm/stlrpm.htm. We've
already got great clinicians and vendors lined up, including Bob Rivard who is on the
cover of this month's MRH magazine. See you in St. Louis! And don't forget: BRING YOUR - MODELS!
The St. Louis RPM Crew,Dan KohlbergDave RoederLonnie BathurstJohn GoldenBrian
McQuittyJeff Kuebler Mark Lewis

NEBRASKA
Subject: Ex-RI caboose on Facebook
From: "Brian Ehni" <bpehni@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, September 22, 2017 9:30 pm
To:
"David J. Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
tbrug@aol.com
"UR 27240 ONION PACIFIC" Bay-Window Caboose is ex-UP 24583, built as-CRI&P
17165 in 12/67. Serving here outside of the Little Mexico Restaurant and Unique
Boutique in Hastings, NE. Glenn Anderson photo; 3/25/1993.
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Thanks!
Brian Ehni

NEVADA
BILL O’BRIEN - RETIRED ROCK ISLAND ENGINE FIREMAN, AND
FOUR OTHER RETIRED RI EMPLOYEES
From: "Willard Obrien"
Date: Sun, July 9, 2017 1:49 pm
To:
Editor@rockislandreporter.com
Sent from my iPad
Hi Tom,
Great information about the Rock and its employees in your July 2017 issue. Seems like
yesterday I was firing the old steam engines between Chicago, Peoria and Rock Island,
Illinois on the Illinois Division. I was 88 years old yesterday and most likely the only one
left from that era. I'll never forget the dedicated men and women of the old Rock. Many
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humorous stories, some happy, some sad. You name any engineer of those days and I
will relate about them.
There are 5 of us RIRR retirees living here in Las Vegas and occasionally get together
over luncheon. They are in their early 70's. Thanks to you Tom, the Rock Island will
always live on.
Best Regards,
Bill O’Brien

………………..
MOVIES OF RI ENGINE #9 IN QUAD CITIES 1952
From: Willard Obrien
Date: Thu, July 20, 2017 12:34 pm
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
Tom,
This issue was outstanding. I read an article pertaining to RI engine #9, went back
looking for it with no luck. I have movies of #9 I took during the 1952 centennial running
back and forth with three coaches between Rock Island and Davenport, Ia. If I had a
contact, I would be happy to share these videos.
Thanks again for all the great memories,
Bill OBrien
[Bill - I’m sure a lot of our readers would love to see your movies of #9. I just
can’t figure out how to put a movie into a newsletter format. One suggestion: find
a local company that converts old home movies into a digital format that you
could share, or sell copies of. Just thinking. Also, 1952 would be the dedication
of the 100 year Rock Island memorial at the Rock Island, I station. Same
ceremony? Tom B]

NEW MEXICO

NORTH CAROLINA
EX ROCK ISLAND GOLDEN TOWER IN NORTH CAROLINA
From: Paul Barnes
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To: David Engle <RIRocket@att.net>
Cc: Tom Brugman <tbrug@aol.com>; "Howes, Bill"; Steve Gedney; "Lewis,
Cordy"
Sent: Thursday, July 13, 2017 9:55 AM
Subject: Re: Golden Tower
Dave, PDRR (Pee Dee River Rwy, subsidiary of Aberdeen & Rockfish) is
only leasing the River Falls (formerly Golden Tower) for one day. Attached
is the historical sketch I have compiled about the car from information
kindly provided by you, Tom, Greenville & Western Rwy, rail historian Bill
Howes and retired Lancaster & Chester President Steve Gedney. Also
attached are a brief history of PDRR and an A&R press release from earlier
this year briefly describing its history. I mentioned to Tom that I'd be happy
to write a piece and provide pics of our inspection trip including the car for
the Rock Island Reporter. The attachments (and A&R History tab on our
website www.aberdeen-rockfish.com), should whet your appetite until then.
Thanks. P.S.: interesting that the Golden Tower did reside on A&R in the
1980's and 1990's (in downtown Aberdeen outside the Railroad's offices)
when Jack Neubaum owned it. I've also copied Cordy Lewis, wife of the
late Ed Lewis (former A&R President and renowned short line historian), to
see if she may have any photographs of the car during its stay in Aberdeen.
Paul Barnes
Vice President, Sales & Marketing
Secretary
Aberdeen & Rockfish RR / Pee Dee River Rwy
'The Roads of Personal Service'
P.O. Box 917
Aberdeen, NC 28315
From: "Thomas Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>
Date: Tue, July 11, 2017 9:35 pm
To:
Paul Barnes
Cc:
"David Engle" <RIRocket@att.net>
"editor@rockislandreporter.com" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Hi Paul,
Yes, I am the same Tom as with NS and STB. Sorry the link was not working properly,
but you have me now. I am retired and moonlighting now as the editor of Rock Island
Reporter Newsletter. And having a great time doing so, I might add.
We can add a bit of info to the history of Golden Tower. Dave Engle is dedicated to
documenting data on old Rock Island equipment and other assets. His data shows the
following:
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Dave Engle’s data shows disposition in either 1958 or 68 and: From Roy Hofheinz To
Amtrak 2561 Lincoln Park Jack D. Neubaum, Peeker Services & Golden Tower Railcar,
Williamson, MI; 2003 J. Pinkney Henderson AAPV 800797, Lancaster & Chester
Railway, Lancaster, SC.
I don’t think we have the second retirement date you are looking for.
Tom Brugman, Falls Church, VA
-------- Forwarded Message -------Subject:
Golden Tower
Date:
Tue, 11 Jul 2017 15:33:02 -0400
From:
Paul Barnes To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
<mailto:editor@rockislandreporter.com>
CC:
Brugman, Tom <Thomas.Brugman@stb.dot.gov>
mailto:Thomas.Brugman@stb.dot.gov>
Tom,
Are you the same Tom Brugman that once worked for NS and the STB?
Regardless, as Editor of the Rock Island Reporter, would you arrange to evaluate the
accuracy of the attached history of the former CRI&P Golden Tower? My Pee Dee
River Railway is leasing the car for a shipper special in two weeks. Thanks!
-Paul Barnes
Vice President, Sales & Marketing
Secretary
Aberdeen & Rockfish RR / Pee Dee River Rwy
'The Roads of Personal Service'
P.O. Box 917
Aberdeen, NC 28315

OHIO

OKLAHOMA
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RIR #16 JULY 2017

FROM: Stephen Dock
DATE: Wed, July 5, 2017 11:07 pm
TO: editor@rockislandreporter.com
Hi Tom
my name is Stephen Dock I work at the Old Greer County Museum & Hall of Fame Inc.
Mangum, OK. I am currently working on a project with our historic local newspapers. Are you
interested in me sending you the old newspaper articles and some pictures that we have.
They start in 1900 and continue forward, I am not finished yet but just curious if you are
interested.I am sending you a picture that we have had restored.
Stephen

[Yes Steven, we want your material. Send as an attachment to the above email
address. Tom]

………………..
DEAN SCHIRF ON ROCK ISLAND GP-7’s
From: Dean Schirf
Date: Fri, July 21, 2017 1:22 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
"David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
From 1950 through 1952, the Rock Island purchased 112 GP-7s, thus comprising the
largest single diesel engine model on its roster. These units, used primarily for freight
service, were delivered in the Red, White & Black (Barber Pole) paint scheme. Many
rail fans felt these classic wing scheme units were among the most attractive and eye
catching of first generation road diesels…..even more so, when they appeared with
silver painted trucks. The Santa Fe War Bonnet Passenger paint scheme is generally
regarded as the most attractive paint job ever applied to a diesel engine, and it would be
hard to disagree, but the original Maroon, Cream and Silver Rocket paint scheme would
be a close second…..but, throw in the Rock’s classic first generation wing scheme units
and I would humbly submit to you that no railroad in the land collectively surpassed
Rock Island’s colorful first generation diesel deliveries.
Although these appear as HO Models, they give a proud and splendent representation
of both original paint schemes.
Respectfully submitted, Dean Schirf Harrah, Ok.
Following three photos by Dean Schirf
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QUESTION ON ROCK ISLAND BUDD MAIL CARS 510-516
From: "ROBERT HULTMAN[RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Thu, August 3, 2017 11:00 pm
To:
"RITSlist@yahoogroups.com" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
All,
RI RPO #514 was acquired by Broadway Dinner Train in Nashville TN sometime prior to
BDWX starting operations in very late 1988. They converted it to a headend power car.
After the demise of BDWX around the turn of the 21st century, TC Ry Museum in
Nashville got the 514, also using it as a power car. In more recent yrs, TCRM converted
an ex-CBQ Budd baggage car #901 Silver Chest into our current power car (has 2 Cat
gen sets in the car).
Our lead electrician is currently working on 514 so it will be a backup power car in case
901 has to go out of service.
http://www.tcry.org/images/equipment/rpo_514.jpg
Bob Hultman,VP TC Ry Museum
<RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>

From: "'Aley, Jeff[RITSlist]"

To: "RITSlist@yahoogroups.com" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 3, 2017 12:05 PM
Subject: RE: [RITSlist] Build dates of Budd mail Nos. 510-516
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Taylor,
Route of the Rockets by Greg Stout is the go-to book for all things related to RI
streamliners. I highly recommend it to anyone with an interest in RI lightweight
passenger trains and equipment.
Budd RPO’s 510-516 were built for general
service in 1954. I did not search the book thoroughly, but I note that 511 is listed in a
Rocky Mountain Rocket consist. Regards, -Jeff
From: RITSlist@yahoogroups.com [mailto:RITSlist@yahoogroups.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 03, 2017 9:47 AM
To: RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [RITSlist] Build dates of Budd mail Nos. 510-516 Does anyone have the build
dates handy for these cars? What trains were these cars usually assigned to? I have
seen 514 on theCornhusker before, but that is it.
Thanks, Taylor
[Taylor, I have included the only diagram of this car from the 1958 RI Pass Car
Diagram book. Unfortunately, this particular diagram is in the worst condition of
the entire book. The rest are quite readable. The data below the drawing is
completely unreadable, BUT, the margin updates in the upper left hand corner
show that the car was acquired in early 1954. Sorry I can’t be of more help. See
below. Tom B]

………………..
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RI CABOOSE 17725 IN CHOCTAW, OK
From: Dean Schirf
To: Tom Brugman <editor@rockislandreporter.com>; David Engle <rirocket@att.net>
Sent: Thursday, August 3, 2017 9:28 AM
Subject: Choctaw Caboose
Choctaw, Ok., a community of 13,000 some 6 miles west of Harrah, has RI caboose
17725 prominently displayed along U.S. Hi-way 62 (its main drag) in a park setting that
is in real need of attention. The news article below is asking residents to let the
Choctaw Chamber know how they feel about keeping the caboose or removing it due to
its run down condition. The response was overwhelming favorable to keeping the
caboose. Recently Harry Currie, past president of the Okla. Rail Museum, and I visited
with Ed Brown, Choctaw City Manager who shared with us the following: 1. Choctaw will
keep the caboose on site and will restore it (to what extent is not known presently but he
indicated he would like to restore the inside and outside)2. He wants to spruce up the
surrounding park area by cutting down dead trees and trimming up those remaining as
they block the view of the caboose.3. Harry and I emphasized that the Rock Island
lettering is not historically correct and we brought pics and a HO model to show the
original lettering.4. The caboose was originally placed on site to celebrate Oklahoma’s
Centennial Year (2007) and was refurbished a few years back when all the windows on
east side were removed ( I think due to the windows being broken by vandals so often).
Choctaw does not have funds in the budget so the city manager was uncertain of the
timetable to move forward. Choctaw is growing rapidly and its sales tax base in on the
upswing due to a number of retail (Walmart) and other fast foods locating there. I feel
the city manager is committed to the project and will find funds to get started on
this…..Harry and I are grateful that the Choctaw residents have given a green light to
keeping the caboose and has a city manager (who has been recently hired) to do
something about it.
Also want to share several other pics of the caboose taken last week. 17725 is in bad
shape, inside and out, almost all windows are broken and the stencils located inside are
no longer usable. This 30’ caboose was converted from a boxcar in 1938…..the boxcar
frame has a date of Feb, 1914…..also a pic of the “suicide steps” and rear coupler are
shown with the ole Rock Island track in the background that is still in use between OKC
and Shawnee, Ok. under the banner of the AOK Railroad.
Respectfully submitted:
Dean Schirf, Harrah, Ok.
Following four photographs and front page of The Choctaw Times provided by Dean
Schirf
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………………..
FINAL CONTRIBUTION?
From: Dean Schirf
Date: Thu, August 3, 2017 5:48 pm
To:
"David Engle" <RIRocket@att.net>
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
….by the way guys, this is my final contribution to the next issue of RIR and was
thinking I may be hogging RIR pages considering I have already sent some model pics
earlier, and if that is the case, pls run the caboose article in the next issue and the
models in the following issue…..as always, I am glad to contribute and am so thankful
that the two of you are so dedicated in keeping the good ole CRI&P up and
running…….Dean Schirf
[Sorry Dean, we discussed this internally and your humble/slow-down message
has been politely considered and declined. We need your coverage of Oklahoma
matters to continue. Indeed, if you continue to resist sending us stuff, we plan to
kidnap you and force you to work for us here in Northern Virginia indefinitely. Talk
about cruel and unusual punishment!
Tom B.]

ROCK ISLAND LOCAL AND WAY CAR, LONE WOLF, OK
From: "Tom Birkett"
Date: Sat, September 30, 2017 9:28 pm
To:
"'Tom Brugman'" <tbrug@aol.com>
RIRocket@att.net
Tom
From: Tom Birkett
To: RIRocket@att.net <mailto:RIRocket@att.net>
Sent: Tuesday, September 26, 2017 9:04 AM
Subject: caboose
Dave
I was trying to replicate the photo on the first page of Iron Horses of the Santa Fe Trail
taken in the big cut on the Orient north of Altus. All that was left was a tri-weekly local
from Altus to Clinton when I was at OU. I was able to catch it at Altus and get some
shots on a dreary day and when I got to Lone Wolf, lo and behold the Rock Island
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Cordell to Mangum local that probably ran out of Anadarko, was waiting at the crossing.
I could not get into position to get the two trains in one picture but I did get this one. Two
tri weekly locals meeting at Lone Wolf, Oklahoma.Here is the slide you requested plus
the head end of the Mangum to Anadarko which is where the caboose was riding. And a
couple of more that may be of interest. We rode the Quartz Mountain Flyer last
Saturday from the Quartz Mountain Lodge to Lone Wolf and back.
Regards
Tom Birkett
[On 10/10/2017 Steve Goen, the author of "Down South on the Rock Island"
commented that Cordell was on the Frisco, not the Rock Island. Steve suspects
that Mr Birkett meant "Hobart" instead of Cordell. Ed]
Following two photos by Tom Birkett.
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Diagram of Rock Island Steel Frame Caboose #17725 in 1958.
Somewhat similar to caboose in the photo above. Diagram provided by
Tom Birkett.

PENNSYLVANIA
INCENTIVE PER DIEM AND EMPTY/LOAD BRAKES ON ROCK ISLAND
COVERED HOPPER CARS
From: Gary Widell
Date: Thu, July 6, 2017 12:11 am
To: editor@rockislandreporter.com
Dear Tom,
I have been enjoying the Rock Island Reporter for some time now, and I have been
intending to contribute material for it, An item in the July 2017 issue finally moved me off
dead center.
On pages 18-20 there is some discussion of the empty/load brake equipment on the
500 PS-2 covered hopper cars in series RI 132250-132749. I am quite familiar with
those cars, because I wrote the specification for them. (Somewhere in the basement I
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still have a copy of all the Rock Island freight car specifications I wrote.) I worked for the
Rock Island from December 1965 until the spring of 1975. From the spring of 1970 until
the fall of 1973, I was Manager, Mechanical Engineering and Research, reporting to
Frank Findling, Chief Mechanical Officer. There is an interesting story about how those
cars came to be equipped with empty/load brakes. The Rock Island went out for bids on
the 500 covered hoppers and 300 box cars. Both Pullman Standard and ACF bid. As
was usual given the Rock Island´s financial condition, we tried to be as frugal as
possible in our specifications.
When the bids were received, Pullman (my former employer, by the way) was the low
bidder. The economic research staff in Chicago reviewed the bids and came up with a
startling conclusion that was transmitted through John Burnett, Vice President Purchasing, to my boss. This was in the era of Incentive Per Diem (IPD). We were told
that, if there were some feature we wanted to add to the box cars at a cost of (as I
recall) approximately $300 per car, we could boost them into the next higher IPD
classification, where they would collect a higher per diem when off line, essentially
allowing the undefined added feature to be effectively cost-free to us.
Needless to say, both Frank and I were dumbfounded. After we tried to economize we
were being asked if there wasn't something more we wanted to add to the box cars! The
only thing we could think of was nailable steel flooring, but Al Hatcher, Vice President Traffic, shot that down. He said the customers for whom the box cars were being
acquired wanted wood floors.
While Frank and I were pondering this, I told him that, although I couldn’t think of
anything else to add to the box cars, there was something I would love to add to the
covered hoppers - empty/load brakes. My reasoning for empty/load brakes was that we
were working ourselves into a trap. The Rock Island had an operating rule that
restricted train speed to 45 mph when the gross weight of the train exceeded 80 tons
per operative brake. It doesn't take a terribly high proportion of loaded 100-ton cars in a
train to exceed that limit, thereby restricting top speed no matter how good the track is. I
thought my musing about empty/load brakes was going to be so much pie-in-the-sky.
Little did I know! The parties involved are mostly gone now, so I guess the story can be
told. The Purchasing Department did some fast wheeling-dealing with Pullman. The
result was that we added empty-load brakes to the covered hoppers, but the added cost
was charged to the box cars!
We were going to specify the WABCO SC-1 system for all 500 cars, but Ellcon-National
made a pitch for their competing system, so we decided to apply it to 50 cars for
evaluation. (They didn’t last long in service before they were removed.) Our revised
specification for the covered hoppers was sent to Pullman. It is the practice of
commercial car builders, of course, to issue their own specifications. When Pullman´s
specification for the covered hoppers was received, it was forwarded to me for review. It
did not contain empty-load brakes!
I immediately called this to Frank Finding´s attention, and he in turn informed John
Burnett. John - bless him - held Pullman´s feet to the fire. Pullman said the cars didn't
need empty-load brakes. We countered that they weren't needed to meet the AAR
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braking ratios, but we said the AAR loaded-car braking ratio was not sufficient. Besides,
as John Burnett told Pullman, our specification required them. End of argument!
Pullman had to eat the cost of the empty/load equipment.
Throughout this time I had great support from David Blaine of WABCO. In an annual
meeting of the Air Brake Association in Chicago, these cars came up for discussion.
Dave Blaine was widely recognized in the industry, and he gave them a ringing
endorsement.
The SC-1 system employs two valves and a dummy reservoir. The SC-1 load
sensor valve is mounted on the underside of the body bolster at the BL corner of
the car. When a brake application is made, the arm of the sensor extends down
until it touches the top of the truck side frame, effectively measuring the spring
deflection to determine how much load is in the car. The sensor communicates
with the P-1 load proportional valve which, as its name implies, directs some of
the brake cylinder air into the dummy reservoir in proportion to the absence of
load in the car. The lighter the car, the more air is admitted to the dummy
reservoir to reduce the brake cylinder pressure, thereby hopefully eliminating
wheel sliding.
I have attached a copy of page S10-12 of the 1974 edition of the Car and Locomotive
Cyclopedia. This page pictures the P-1 load proportional valve and the SC-1 load
sensor valve. The limiting AAR brake ratios for a normal car without empty-load brakes
were a minimum of 6.5 percent of the loaded weight and a maximum of 30 percent of
the light weight of the car. In the sample
car inspection for this order, we achieved a
10.74 percent loaded braking ratio. As I
recall, the Association of American
Railroads subsequently specified a 10
percent loaded braking ratio for cars
equipped with empty-load brakes.
To the best of my knowledge, no other
railroad ever applied empty-load brakes to
100-ton (263,000 lb. maximum) grain
covered hopper cars.
Gary Widell
Supplemental message on Thu, July 6,
2017 4:09 pm
Tom,
Thanks for your reply.
As I said, the SC-1 load sensor valve is
mounted on the underside of the body bolster and directly above the truck sideframe at
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the BL corner of the car. The BL corner is the left corner when looking at the end of the
car on which the handbrake is mounted.
I can't tell you the exact position of the P-1 load proportional valve. However, it is under
the slope sheet at the B end of the car, along with all of the other brake equipment.
I'm afraid I do not have a freight car diagram book. The diagram book was about 2"
thick, and I never made off with one of them! I do have a passenger car diagram book
from that era, though.
Gary Widell
[“Per Diem” is the daily charge US railroads pay each other for the use of the
other guy’s cars while on their railroad. Example: PRR pays RI approximately $10
per day for RI cars operating on PRR. This supposedly incents the using railroad
(PRR) to expedite RI cars to destination and back to RI as soon as possible to
keep operating costs down. The operative word there is “supposedly.”
“Incentive per diem” was devised in the 1970’s to permit higher than the usual per
diem charges to be accessed against the user railroad. In an era of spotty
railroad service, this was intended to further in-cent the using railroad to get the
higher cost cars off their railroads even more quickly. Whether this actually
worked is debatable, but it did encourage equipment owning railroads to jazz-up
new and rebuilt freight cars with special features that commanded higher than
normal per diem revenue. Special features such as empty/load brakes. Got all
that? Good. There will be a test on the last page of this newsletter. Tom]

Above diagram of ROCK 632250 - 632749 supplied by Tom Brugman.
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HAVE YOUUU CONTRIBUTED
TO ROCK ISLAND REPORTER
YET?
WELL…., HAVE YOUUU?!!
SEE LAST PAGE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS AND ADDRESS
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TEXAS
ROCK ISLAND ENGINEERS STILL ACTIVE IN FORT WORTH, TX
From: Don Grizzelle
Date: Thu, August 3, 2017 11:18 pm
To:
tbrug@aol.com
Subject: Rock Iland engineers
Message: There are several RI engineers still working in Fort Worth on the UP.
When the Katy bought the Rock Island in 1980-81? they kept the employees that were
working at the bankruptcy. Many are still working. The Katy stacked them on the bottom
of their seniority roster. When the UP took over the Katy their rosters were sandwiched
into the UP. I saw employees promoted to engineers around me, when I was in my
twelfth year and had over 100 men under me in seniority. Did not seem fair, but most
were glad to still have a job.

………………..
PHOTOS OF MANLY CENTENNIAL
From: James Rasmussen
Date: Fri, August 4, 2017 1:13 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Forty years ago the town of Manly Iowa celebrated it's centennial. I attended the
celebration to hear the speeches, watch the parade , and see the 4485. The 4485 was
rebuilt from GP9 1315. After The Rock's shutdown it was acquired by the C&NW,
painted and renumbered to 4556. It's now on the Hartwell RR in Georgia still in the
C&NW paint. Several pictures of it can be found on the RR Picture Archives web page.
Jim Rasmussen
Leander TX
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………………..
FORT WORTH CANDIDATE FOR LAST/OLDEST ROCK ISLAND
ENGINEER
From: Tom Sandlin
Date: Fri, August 11, 2017 6:25 pm
To:
"RIR Editor" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
(To Editor - following is piece submitted for consideration for publication.
Please confirm receipt of same).
Nomination for Last / Oldest Rock Island Hoghead by T. E. Sandlin
The following details are submitted in support of nomination of my old friend J. T. “Joe”
Rayburn as the last / oldest Rock Island hoghead now still working, information having
mostly been provided by Joe. Joe hired out at Peach in Ft. Worth as a fireman on
October 26, 1958, being hired by Assistant Master Mechanic W. C. “Bill” Wright. By
1964 Joe was in the Operations Assistant Training Program, and was then promoted to
locomotive engineer. Promoting officer was Louis LaRotonda, Rock Island air brake
wizard who signed Joe’s most prized railroad possession, his engineer’s card. (See
further details - May 2014 issue of Rock Island Reporter, Fans & Photo Section).
In 1966 Joe was appointed Division Safety Officer in Kansas City, where he worked for
Superintendent C. R. “Bob” Hurt, and where I met Joe. In January 1967 Joe was
appointed road foreman of engines (RFE) at Blue Island, arriving just in time for a
paralyzing 36 inch snowfall. (By that time I was assigned to Dallas Freight Station,
where my associates and I became ever grateful to Joe and his Blue Island associates
for shipping a full length train of piggyback flats loaded with piled high snowy ice, billed
to Dallas Freight Station. That bunch of cars of ice plugged up a full length yard track
for about a month before the ice finally melted to the point where Chicago HQ
authorized the movement of the now almost empties northward).
At the end of March 1967 Joe was sent to Amarillo as RFE, then in June was sent to
Council Bluffs as RFE. At this time I was in Belleville, KS and we worked together on
occasion between Bluffs and Phillipsburg, KS for a few months. Joe left Council Bluffs
in late 1968, exercised his seniority and returned to engine service at Ft. Worth.
When the Rock Island finally folded in 1980 and liquidation of the property was ordered,
all the other railroads were at each others’ throats about who was going to get what part
of the Rock Island. The labor unions had been successful in getting all of the
purchasing railroads to agree to a sort of protection agreement for the Rock Island
employees. The agreement was called the March 4th 1980 Miami Accord. The bottom
line was that if any purchasing railroad picked up any Rock Island territory, and needed
additional employees to handle the influx of Rock Island traffic, they MUST hire and use
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Rock Island employees in seniority order, to take care of that traffic. It was slow going
for Rock Island employees to get hired, and only those at the top of the roster realized
hiring at first. Many at the bottom of the roster figured they might never get hired, so
they “jumped ship” and went to other railroads on their own. There are probably still
some of these younger former Rock Island guys still working, scattered around, but they
would all have been younger than Joe and would not be considered March 4th
Agreement employees.
At Ft. Worth there was quite a turnover of “purchasing railroads.” Over his almost 59
year career, including the original Rock Island, Joe has gotten paychecks from seven
railroads, and never had to leave Ft. Worth, or the seniority roster, to do it. The other six
roads took up the Rock Island operation at and out of Ft. Worth, and are hereafter listed
in chronological order:
Kansas City Terminal (Directed Rail Carrier for CRI&P) - 5 years
Frisco - 2 months
MKT - 19 months
North Central Texas - 12 months
Oklahoma - Kansas - Texas (OKT) - until UP / MKT merger
Union Pacific - UP / MKT merger to present
One other little side note - at one time when Joe was laid off for awhile, believed to have
been between the MKT and North Central Texas operations, needing to work to put food
on the table, Joe had the privilege of engaging in his second love - driving a Dallas
Transit bus. As Joe said, he had a weakness for the big diesel buses that roared and
belched black smoke out of an 8 inch tailpipe. This was for 10 - 12 months. To quote
Joe one more time - you have not lived life to the fullest until you drive a Dallas city bus
in 7am or 5pm rush hour traffic !
[Didn’t know we had a contest going, but there seems to be no shortage of
contenders. This is getting interesting. Tom B]

………………..
ROCK ISLAND PURCHASES WICHITA FALLS & SOUTHERN, 1954
From: "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Date: Wed, August 16, 2017 9:54 am
To:
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>
"Thomas Sandlin"
Dave Engle
----- Forwarded Message ----From: "Steve Goen
To: Stephen Taylor
Cc: railspot forum <RailSpot@yahoogroups.com>; Texoma Railfans Group
texomarailfans@yahoogroups.com>
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Sent: Tuesday, August 15, 2017 11:22 PM
Subject: Re: RS : Rock Island purchases Wichita Falls & Southern, 1954
I would like to point out however that in spite of the ICC approving the sale of the line to
the Rock Island that June, the entire deal fell through the next month when the RI
decided to not accept the terms that the ICC tied to the deal. In particular the ICC
mandated that if the WF&S was being sold to the RI (as the original petition requested)
the ICC was then then going to stipulate that the RI assume all WF&S employees as
were terms of protection laws in force at the time. This was more than the RI was
interested so with just days remaining before the deadline, the RI jilted the WF&S along
with countless shippers on the line.
Yes, the RI did eventually end up with a smaller portion of the line than what was
originally planned, namely just the segment from Graham to South Hanson. But even
then the entire transaction was questionable.
The way this was finally accomplished was that the RI sat back and allowed the WF&S
to operate its last trains, close all offices and cease operations, officially terminating the
line. Then about two weeks later they approached the ICC for permission to operate the
Graham-South Hamlin segment thru an emergency order. This way the RI never
actually purchased the WF&S, nor was legally required to provide employee protection
to the WF&S.
It was a calculated ploy that worked. The Texas Investment Corporation who then
owned the WF&S still was able to scrap out the remainder of the line, the RI got the
main piece of the puzzle that they really wanted, Breckinridge saved its railroad, but
while everyone else got screwed.
I go into full depth on the WF&S entire history in my book. Three full chapters alone just
for the RI involvement in this debacle.
It also sheds a pretty good light at just how far some railroads were willing to go to
deliberately avoid providing quality service to shippers and to circumvent employee
protection laws.
Steve Goen
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 15, 2017, at 9:44 PM,
Stephen Taylor
Good article. Follow link below.
https://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth708700/?q=%22sears%20roebuck%22

………………..
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ROCK ISLAND COMMUTER CARS ON GALVESTON ISLAND
From: "David Schmidt
Date: Wed, September 13, 2017 4:13 pm
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
I just spoke with Mr. Morris Gould, the curator at the Galveston RR museum and he told
me that he sold both the Budd cars a couple years after Ike to a private individual who
had plans to restore the cars, but according to Morris the cars were apparently
scrapped. The CRI&P car was the Hawkeye.
All the CRIP rolling stock they currently have on their roster are the crane, tender, and
boom car.
NOW, hang onto your hat.
He also told me there are several ex-CRIP commuter cars in a UP yard somewhere on
Galveston Island. According to Morris they have been there for approximately 15 years
and are in terrible condition. According to Morris, the vestibules are rusting off, the
vagrants are inhabiting them, and the mess from Ike was never cleaned up. He said the
IRM (Illinois RR Museum) is apparently negotiating the purchase of these cars and have
plans to possibly restore them, but according to Morris, they most likely are being
bought for parts and scrap. Check it out with your contacts there.
From soggy south Texas
David Schmidt
.

VIRGINIA

WASHINGTON STATE
WISCONSIN
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7. ROCK ISLAND DURANT, IA DERAILMENT/COLLISION OF
1956
Subject: Re: Rock Island Wreck
From: "Fred Blank"
Date: Fri, September 1, 2017 11:39 pm
To:
tbrug@aol.com
Tom,
Pastor gave his permission to send to both places.
need it. This is what I sent Steve:

You have my permission if you

Again as a subscriber I feel that the more research done is to the benefit of me the
reader and consumer. Hoping you might use them in some way maybe as I sent it to
you like a letter to the editor. You could express my excitement about finding after over
60 year. I believe it is of interest that RI history is out there if only we could find it."
Tom, go for it and I look forward to seeing what you put together for the next issue.
Fred Blank
-----Original Message----From: Tom Brugman <tbrug@aol.com>
To: Fred Blank
Cc: Tom Brugman <editor@rockislandreporter.com>; David Engle <rirocket@att.net>
Sent: Thu, Aug 31, 2017 9:54 pm
Subject: Re: Rock Island Wreck
Fred,
I'd be happy to feature them in the next issue of Rock Island Reporter. But I would
expect Remember the Rock to demand exclusive use if you offer the photos to them.
You have the decision which way to go on this. I really like them and would be excited to
use them, but will yield if you decide otherwise.
Just let me know.
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Tom Brugman
On Aug 31, 2017, at 9:05 PM, Fred Blank <blankfredlaverne@aol.com> wrote:
The Rocky Mountain Rocket wreck of 1956 at Davenport, IA
Since we have problems walking my wife and I are no longer able to take communion at
our church. When retired Minister Rev. Edward Melchior came to give us communion
as shut-in’s, he found out I was a rail fan and that the Rock Island Railroad was my
favorite railroad. The next time he came he brought six slide he had taken of what we
believe to be a RI wreck at Davenport, IA. This is back when he was working a summer
after his first year at the seminary. He is sure it was in late June of 1956. Base on
Davenport, IA and one car pictured is#386 Pike’s Peak, we believe it to have been the
Rocky Mountain Rocket. These pictures have never been published and shown only to
his family.
I have attached the copies that I had made from his slides and we have his permission
to use them. Idid online searches but was unable to find anything about this incident. I
also plan to send them to “Remember The Rock” magazine.
FredBlank
The following photos were taken by the Reverend Edward Melchior in 1956.
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THE FULL STORY OF THE DURANT IOWA DERAILMENT OF 1956
What started out as a photo publishing opportunity became much more
interesting as the details of the derailment were revealed. Below, we have an
article on the derailment as well as the ICC report on it.
Train #8 the Rocky Mountain Rocket derailed near Durant, and then Westbound
passenger train #1 collided with the derailed cars. The ICC determined the cause
was a frozen pinion on one of the trailing traction motors on 656. The ICC shows
this traction motor had been under 6 different RI locomotives during its career
and had 400,000 miles on it!.
The Rocky Mountain Rocket is well known to Rock Island fans, but Train #1
perhaps less so. Normally, US railroads assign numbers 1 and 2 to their most
important trains, but not the Rock Island. The Rock’s most important trains, the
Golden State were numbered 3 and 4 to coincide with the Southern Pacific’s
numbering system (Nos 1 and 2 on SP were assigned to the Sunset Ltd.). Nos 1
and 2 on the Rock Island were given to a lesser train running between Kansas
City and Rock Island, IL.
If you read the ICC report below you will note the traction motor under 656 that
failed was causing problems prior to the failure. In short, the pinion bearing froze
solid, meaning the driving axle and wheel that it powered froze as well. As that
wheel slid along under the moving train, the friction between rail and wheel
generated enough heat to wear away or melt the wheel, slowly flattening it,
melting through the real flange, and ultimately cling to the railhead by a false
flange of worn and melted wheel, until it finally broke off and the derailment
began.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON
REPORT NO. 3714
CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND AND PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY IN RE ACCIDENT AT
DURANT, IOWA, ON AUGUST 21, 1956
Report No. 3714
SUMMARY
Date:

August 21, 1956

Railroad:

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific

Location

Durant, Iowa

Kind of accident:

Derailment and collision

Trains involved:

Passenger;
Passenger

Train numbers:

8;
1

Locomotive numbers:

Diesel-electric units 656,:
Diesel-electric unit 406
750, and 651

Consists:

15 cars;
5 cars

Speeds:

68 m. p. h.;
47 m. p. h.

Operation:

Signal indications

Tracks:
Double; 1 degrees curve; 0.44 percent
descending grade eastward
Weather:
Time:
Casualties:

Clear
5:30 a.m.
2 injured
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Cause:
A false flange on a slid-flat driving wheel,
resulting from a seized traction-motor pinion bearing on a Diesel-electric
locomotive unit, and derailed cars obstructing an adjacent main track
immediately in front of an approaching train
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
REPORT NO. 3714
IN THE MATTER OF MAKING ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION REPORTS UNDER THE
LOCOMOTIVE INSPECTION ACT OF FEBRUARY 17, 1911, AS AMENDED, AND THE
ACCIDENT REPORTS ACT OF MAY 6, 1910.
CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND AND PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
December 5, 1956
Accident at Durant, Iowa, on August 21, 1956, caused by a false flange on a slid-flat
driving wheel, resulting from a seized traction-motor pinion bearing on a Diesel-electric
locomotive unit, and derailed cars obstructing an adjacent main track immediately in
front of an approaching train.
REPORT OF THE COMMISSION 1
CLARKE, Commissioner:
On August 21, 1956, at 5:30 a.m., at Durant, Iowa, a false flange on a slid-flat driving
wheel, caused by a seized traction-motor pinion bearing on Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railroad Diesel-electric locomotive unit 656, resulted in the derailment of the
rear truck of the unit, both trucks of the middle and rear units, the first 10 cars, and the
front truck of the eleventh car of a passenger train. Derailed equipment of this train was
struck by another passenger train moving on an adjacent main track. One railway
express messenger on each train was injured.
Report No. 3714
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad Durant, Iowa August 21, 1956
Location of Accident and Method of Operation
This accident occurred on that part of the Rock Island Division extending between Des
Moines, Iowa, and Missouri Division Jct., Davenport, Iowa, 174.1 miles. Between
Altoona, 10.9 miles east of Des Moines, and Iowa City, 121.0 miles east of Des Moines,
this is a single-track line. Between Iowa City and Missouri Division Jct. it is a doubletrack line, over which trains moving with the current of traffic are operated by signal
indications. At Durant, 155.8 miles east of Des Moines, a trailing-point crossover
connects the two main tracks. The east crossover-switch is 1,939 feet east of the
station. The derailment occurred on the eastward main track immediately east of the
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east crossover-switch, and the collision occurred 428 feet east of the switch. From the
west there is a 1 degrees curve to the right 2,613 feet in length and a tangent 1.26 miles
to the point of derailment and 1,042 feet eastward. From the east there is a 1 degrees
curve to the right 654 feet in length and the tangent on which the accidents occurred.
The grade is 0.44 percent descending eastward at the points of accidents.
In the vicinity of the east crossover-switch at Durant the track structure consists of 112pound rail, 39 feet in length, laid new in 1941 on an average of 22 ties to the rail length.
It is fully tieplated with double-shoulder tie plates, single spiked, and is provided with 4hole 24-inch joint bars and an average of six rail anchors per rail. It is ballasted with 5
inches of slag on 10 inches of gravel. The main tracks are spaced 13 feet 5 inches
between centers.
This carrier's operating rules read in part as follows:
110. Running Inspection of Trains on Road.--All employee must, as far as practicable,
observe passing trains for defects.
Trainmen of freight and passenger trains, yardmen and operators must observe passing
trains for defects.
Operators at intermediate stations, unless excused by train dispatcher, will stand on
station platform when trains are passing.
Defects to be looked for include* * * wheels sliding * * * or any other condition which will
endanger movement of train.
Employes noting such defects will give stop signals, and when communication with train
dispatcher is possible, notify him of such defects.
If nothing irregular is noted, employes observing trains for defects will give proceed
signals to the rear of the passing train.
When passing other trains * * * open train order offices * * * train and engine crews must
be on lookout for signals, and, when practicable, exchange signals.
111. Road Inspection for Defects.--When leaving stations, and at every opportunity on
the road, conductors must carefully inspect and require their trainmen to carefully
inspect the train for defects.
***
Engineers, firemen and forward trainmen must frequently look back and rear trainmen
must frequently look ahead, especially when moving around curves, and approaching
and passing stations, to observe signals and to note condition of train.
***
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The maximum authorized speeds were 79 miles per hour for the east-bound train and
70 miles per hour for the westbound train.
Description of Accident
No. 8 an east-bound first-class passenger train, consisted of Diesel-electric units 656,
750, and 651, coupled in multiple-unit control, one mail car, two baggage cars, one
sleeping car, two coaches, one dormitory-club-dining car, two coaches, one dining car,
four sleeping cars, and one observation parlor car, in the order named. The second and
the fourth cars were of conventional all-steel construction, and the other cars were of
lightweight construction. All units of the train were equipped with tightlock couplers
except the first car, the front end of the second Diesel-electric unit, and the rear end of
the rear car. The first car was equipped with controlled slack couplers. This train
departed from Des Moines at 2:38 a.m., 8 minutes late, and passed West Liberty, 19.3
miles west of Durant and the last open office, at 5:12 a.m., 30 minutes late. While it was
moving at a speed of 68 miles per hour, as indicated by the tape of the speed-recording
device, a false flange resulting from the sliding of the front wheels of the rear truck of
the first Diesel-electric unit engaged the inside surface of the head of the north stock rail
at the east crossover-switch at Durant. When this occurred the wheels were forced to
the south, and the left wheel dropped inside the north rail. The rear truck of the first
Diesel-electric unit, all trucks of the second and third units and the first to the tenth cars,
inclusive, and the front truck of the eleventh car were derailed immediately east of the
switch.
No. 1, a west-bound first-class passenger train, consisted of Diesel-electric unit 406,
three baggage cars, one coach, and one baggage car, in the order named. All cars were
of all-steel construction. This train passed Missouri Division Jct., the last open office, at
5:12 a.m., 2 minutes late. While it was moving at a speed of approximately 47 miles per
hour it struck the rear end of the seventh car of No. 8, and the locomotive and the first
car were derailed.
No. 8 stopped with the front end of the locomotive 1,180 feet east of the east crossoverswitch. A separation occurred between the fifth and sixth cars. The sixth car stopped
with the front end 10 feet west of the rear end of the fifth car. There were no other
separations between the units of the train. With the exception of the seventh and eighth
cars the derailed units of the train stopped approximately in line, on the track structure
of the eastward main track or south of the track. The rear end of the seventh car and the
front end of the eighth car fouled the westward main track, and these cars were struck
by No. 1. The Diesel-electric units were somewhat damaged. The northwest corner of
the seventh car and the northeast corner of the eighth car were crushed as a result of
the collision with No. 1. The trucks and appurtanences below the floor level of the
second to the tenth cars, inclusive, were considerably damaged. The first and the
eleventh cars were slightly damaged.
No. 1 stopped with the front of the locomotive 116 feet west of the point of collision. The
locomotive stopped approximately 12 feet north of the westward main track and parallel
to it. It leaned to the north at an angle of about 45 degrees. There were no separations
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between the units of
the train. The front end of the locomotive was considerably
damaged, and the first car was badly damaged.
The locomotive of train No. 8 was equipped with a red oscillating signal light at the front
end which was automatically actuated and displayed a red aspect when the brakes of
the train were applied in emergency.
The weather was clear and it was daylight at the time of the accident, which occurred
about 5:30 a.m.
Examination of Track
Examination of the track structure after the accident occurred disclosed that between
Ladora, 71.9 miles west of Durant, and Durant the rails and frogs at turnouts had been
marked outside each rail of the main track. These marks were light in the vicinity of
Ladora and became progressively heavier as they continued eastward. At Oxford, 49.5
miles west of Durant, and east of Oxford the marks had become considerably heavier,
and shavings of metal had been sheared from the rails and frogs. Eastward from a point
approximately 27 miles west of Durant the tops of the welds on the bond wires on the
outside of each rail of the eastward main track had been marked, and eastward from a
point approximately 10 miles west of Durant the tops of all inside joint bars had been
marked. The tops of the bonds and the tops of the joint bars are, respectively, 1/2 inch
and 1-3/4 inches below the tops of the rails. These marks also became progressively
heavier as they continued eastward, and in the vicinity of Durant the marks on the tops
of the joint bars were extremely heavy. A joint bar 11 feet east of the east crossoverswitch at Durant bore indications that a wheel had become derailed inside the north rail.
East of the portion of track which was torn up as a result of the derailment there were no
marks similar to those found on the track west of the point of derailment.
Description of Locomotive Unit Involved
Unit 656, the lead unit in the locomotive, was built in June, 1940, at La Grange, Illinois,
by the Electro-Motive Division of General Motors Corporation and originally carried road
number 627. In June, 1953, the unit was involved in an accident and badly damaged by
fire. It was rebuilt as locomotive model E8A in September, 1953, by the Electro-Motive
Division at La Grange, Illinois, and renumbered 656 when returned to service by the
carrier. At the time of the accident it was equipped with 2 E.M.D. model 12-567-B Diesel
engines, each of which was direct connected to an E.M.D. model D-15B-D16 generator.
Each engine was a 12-cylinder, 2-cycle, V-type, rated at 1,125 horsepower at 800
R.P.M. Construction and control design permitted use as either a leading or trailing unit.
The multiple-wear wrought-steel wheels with which it was equipped had specified new
diameter of 36 inches. Total weight on driving wheels was 229,320 pounds, and tractive
effort was 55,060 pounds. The unit was equipped with 24 RL and electro-pneumatic
brakes and carried a Vapor-Heating Corporation heating boiler having capacity of 4,500
pounds of steam per hour.
No. 3 traction motor in which bearing seizure occurred was type D-27 and was
equipped with permanently lubricated type Hyatt roller bearings. It had been originally
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installed in unit 406 and was removed in December, 1952, after 395,746 miles of
service because of grounded armature. After rebuilding it was installed in unit 628 in
April, 1953, and removed because of "running hot" after 70,554 miles. The motor was
subsequently used in units 630, 635, 625 and 634 and removed from each of these
units for reasons other than traction motor condition. It was installed in unit 656 in June,
1956, after having been used for 373,979 miles since rebuilt in 1953. While installed
under unit 656, mileage run was 32,285. The motor had thus been used for 406,264
miles between date of rebuilding and its removal from unit 656 following the accident.
The two trucks of unit 656 were of swing-bolster type with wheelbase of 14 feet 1 inch.
Each truck had 3 pairs of wheels; the front and rear axles were motor driven and the
idle middle or intermediate axles were load carrying only. Each traction motor was
carried by axle support bearings on one side and a spring-cushioned nose support on
the opposite side. The wheels on the locked axle were manufactured in February, 1956.
Unit 656 was equipped with through-cable wheel-slip relays designed to function at low
speeds by differential in impressed motor voltages and at high speed by current
differential of the related motors. Operation of a wheel-slip relay operated a flashing
alarm light in the cab and opened the field circuit of the main generator thus removing
power from the traction motor circuit until the speed differential of related wheels had
been eliminated. When motors in the wheel-slip relay circuit were isolated or electrically
disconnected no wheel-slip indication appeared in the cab.
Examination of Parts Involved
As a result of the sliding of the front wheels of the rear truck of unit 656, the left wheel,
which was adjacent to the seized pinion gear, had a slid-flat spot 3/4 inch deep, 3
inches wide, and 10 inches long, and a false flange approximately 3/4 inch in height had
been formed between the slid-flat spot and the outer edge of the tread. The companion
wheel had an almost identical slid-flat spot and false flange.
Flange heights were 1-1/32 inches and rim thickness was 2-1/2 inches where
undamaged.
The traction motor was dismantled at Silvis, Ill., shop on August 27, 1956, for
examination.
The surface of the commutator was marked by contact with brush holders for
approximately 7 inches of its 42-inch circumference.
The surface of armature laminations was deeply abraded from contact with pole pieces
in the motor frame, the abraded area extending 16 inches around the 58-inch
circumference of the armature at the commutator end and 31 inches around the
circumference of the armature of the pinion gear end. The abraded area included
approximately one third of the total external surface area of the armature laminations.
The field-coil pole pieces in the motor frame had been abraded by contact with the
armature. Each of the for field-coil pole pieces had been abraded its entire length. The
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abraded area included approximately one fifth of the total interior surface area of the
field-coil pole pieces.
The banding wire on the pinion gear end of the armature was loose, broken and twisted.
Motor field-coil connections on pinion gear end had been cut and frayed by banding
wire.
The roller-bearing cage was broken, discolored and distorted. The bearing rollers were
dark blue in color and embedded in the surface of the bore of the inner bearing race.
Flat spots having maximum width of 1/2 inch extended the entire length of each roller.
Some rollers were slightly elongated at the flattened area.
The inside diameter of the inner bearing race was approximately one half inch larger
than the diameter of the armature shaft at the end of the bearing adjacent to the pinion
gear fit. The bearing could not be removed from the shaft by the tools ordinarily used.
Each bearing race was cut into two pieces to permit removal from the shaft. The inner
bearing race was found fused to the inner oil thrower and the inner oil thrower was
fused to the bearing cap and the armature shaft, thus looking the bearing to the motor
frame through the bearing housing.
The pinion gear end of the armature shaft was twisted in a clockwise direction and
distorted in size, shape, and length. The shaft was approximately one half inch out of
alignment at a point three inches from the armature within the bearing fit on the shaft.
The appearance of the surface of the shaft within the bearing indicated that the shaft
had turned within the inner bearing race. Overheating had embedded the rollers in the
race and had twisted and distorted the armature shaft.
The wheel-slip relay and ground relay systems were tested after installation of a
replacement truck in No. 2 position and found to function as intended.
Photographs showing damaged traction motor pinion bearing and slid-flat spots on the
locked pair of wheels appear as appendix to this report.
Inspection and Repair Reports
Locomotive unit 656 received monthly inspection and repairs at Chicago, Ill., on August
4, 1956.
Daily inspection and repair reports from July 1, 1956, to date of accident from
maintenance points and from division terminals through which unit 656 had been
operating in extended service were examined and the following pertinent items were
found reported.
Council Bluffs, Iowa, 12:20 a.m., date missing, by operator: "No. 1 eng. blocked acct.
B.O. aux. gen. bearing."
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Fairbury, Nebr., August 20, 1956, time missing, by operator; "No. 1 engine off the line
and isolated into Pburg, acct of bearing out on aux generator."
Phillipsburg, Kans., August 20, 1956, time missing, by operator: "1 eng dead & blocked
on account of bad bearing on rear end of aux gen."
Denver, Colo., August 20, 1956, 10:00 a.m., by a Rocket maintainer: "Number one
engine shut down and reverser blocked at Denver account aux. generator bearing bed."
Denver, Colo., to Goodland, Kans., dated August 20, 1956, at 2:40 -m by operator: "#1
eng down acct aux generator bearing out." Repairs were not made.
Summary of Evidence
Train No. 8 arrived at Des Moines, Iowa, at 2:18 a.m. where locomotive units were
serviced and engine crews changed. No defective locomotive conditions were reported
by the incoming crew except No. 11 engine of unit 656 which was shut down and
tagged. The train departed at 2:38 a.m., 8 minutes late.
The engineer stated that the locomotive operated satisfactorily until the train passed
Malcom, Iowa, 64.1 miles from Des Moines, when the ground relay alarm bell sounded
on unit 656. He stated that there was no wheel-slip relay light indication at the time. The
fireman investigated the cause of the alarm and reported No. 2 engine ground relay
switch open; that the re-set ground relay switch was again opened when he attempted
to return No. 2 engine to service; that he then isolated the engine and returned to the
cab where he reported conditions found and that there was smoke and odor of burned
insulation in the engine compartment.
The train was stopped at Brooklyn, Iowa, 70.0 miles from Des Moines and 85.7 miles
from Durant, where examination of No. 3 traction motor by the engineer and fireman
disclosed considerable odor and smoke but the motor did not feel hot when touched.
The train was stopped again at Marengo, Iowa, 90.5 miles from Des Moines and 65.3
miles from Durant, where examination was made. The traction motor was not hot to the
hand and no longer smoked. At Iowa City, 121.0 miles from Des Moines and 34.8 miles
from Durant, the engineer inspected the right side of the traction motor and saw no
unusual conditions. The fireman found the left side of the traction motor was not hot and
after a rolling inspection reported all wheels turning.
The members of the train crew said that they inspected the equipment as the train
moved on each curve en route, and that they saw no sparks or other indications of
sliding wheels or defective equipment.
As the train approached the point of derailment the engineer noticed unusual lateral
movement of unit No. 656 and immediately applied the brakes in emergency. At this
time train No. 1 was approaching. The fireman lit and threw off a fusee as the
locomotive of No. 1 passed. The engineer stated he inspected the rear truck of unit 656
immediately following the accident and found no evidence of overheating.
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The engineer of train No. 1 stated that he first saw the headlight of train No. 8 as his
train passed the station sign one mile east of Durant; that ten he was approximately 300
feet from train No. 8 he saw the headlight of the locomotive of that train flash to red light
and he immediately applied brakes in emergency. The engineer said the train speed
was then 47 miles per hour. He further stated he saw hand stop signals given by the
engine crew of train No. 8 and saw a car of that train obstructing the westward main
track the brakes of this train had been tested and functioned properly when used en
route.
The equipment of No. 8 was inspected from the station platforms by the operators at
Marengo and West Liberty, 65.3 and 19.3 miles, respectively, from Durant. Neither
operator detected a defective condition. The operator at West Liberty said that the
brakes of No. 8 were applied as the train passed the station and sparks were flying from
the wheels and the brake shoes. He was not certain that he could detect a sliding wheel
under these conditions.
Discussion
Evidence developed during the investigation disclosed that when the train departed
from Denver the No. 1 engine in unit 656, the first unit of the locomotive, was
inoperative because of defective auxiliary generator bearing. The unit was used with
No. 2 engine in operation until ground relay action occurred at a point between Malcom
and Brooklyn, Iowa, 91.7 and 85.7 miles, respectively, from point of derailment.
Because of repeated ground relay action the engine was isolated and the unit continued
with both engines stopped. Under this condition of operation wheel-slip relays were
inoperative on unit 656 and the train continued without protection of wheel-slip
indication until the accident occurred.
Cause
This accident was caused by a false flange on a slid-flat driving wheel, resulting from a
seized traction-motor pinion bearing on a Diesel-electric locomotive unit, and derailed
cars obstructing an adjacent main track immediately in front of an approaching train.
Dated at Washington D. C., this fifth day of December, 1956.
By the Commission, Commissioner Clarke.
(SEAL)
Secretary.

HAROLD D. McCOY,

PLATE I: Inner bearing race on pinion end of armature shaft of
seized traction motor on locomotive unit 656. Radial enlargement
of race and indentations where rollers were embedded in the
race are shown.
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PLATE II: Condition of bearing races, rollers, and cage removed from seized traction
motor on locomotive unit 656 as compared with new bearings of the same type.

PLATE III: Slid-flat spot on wheel at commutator end of
seized traction motor on locomotive unit 656.

PLATE IV: Slid-flat spot on wheel at pinion end of seized
traction motor of locomotive unit 656.

FOOT NOTES
1
Under authority of section 17 (2) of the
Interstate Commerce Act the above-entitled proceeding was referred by the
Commission to Commissioner Clarke for consideration and disposition.
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8. OBITUARIES
THEODORE E. DESCH, ROCK ISLAND LINES CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER - JULY 5, 2017
From: Jeff Worones
Date: Sun, July 16, 2017 10:25 pm
Very sad news.
I had the pleasure of talking with Ted a number of times, discussing life, the Rock
Island, and everything. Good man!
He showed me a wonderful collection of
memorabilia from his time on the RI. I appreciate the time he spent with a nobody like
me.
Rest In Peace Ted...
Jeff Worones
Seattle WA
On Jul 16, 2017, at 2:11 PM, Paul Schuch [RITSlist] <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
wrote:
All:
See the information at the following website concerning the recent passing of Ted
Desch:
http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/chicagotribune/obituary.aspx?pid=186085540
Theodore Desch's Obituary on Chicago Tribune www.legacy.com
Read the Obituary and view the Guest Book, leave condolences or send flowers.
Theodore E. Desch, age 85, of Naperville , IL passed away July 5, 2017 at his home.
He was born October 1, 1931 in Chicago, IL to his parents Louis and Dorothy Desch.
Theodore was a fraternal
Ted was the Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of the Rock Island in
the early 1970s.
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I met him only once or twice. He gave a presentation at the Chicagoland Rock Island
Meet at Naperville, IL in the late 1980s or early 1990s on the UP and Rock Island
Railroad merger debacle. Other railroad professionals would have known him much
better than I.
May he rest in peace.
Paul Schuch
Subject: RIR #16
From: david thompson
Date: Thu, July 20, 2017 11:12 pm
To:
"editor@rockislandreporter.com"
Dear Mr. Brugman I am a long-time resident of Naperville, IL, and have enjoyed meeting and knowing
Theodore E. Desch, the last surviving Chairman and CEO of the Rock Island, over the
last few years. I am saddened to report that Ted Desch died at his home in Naperville,
IL on July 5, 2017. He grew up in Chicago, living about half a block east of the Rock
Island tracks and commuted on the Rock Island to high school. He told me "Who would
have thought" that he would wind up as Chairman of this mighty fine line.
Sincerely,
David Thompson

………………..
LESLIE E. ROWSE - ROCK ISLAND BRAKEMAN AND CONDUCTOR JULY 15, 2017
From: "Dave Kroeger
Date: Tue, July 18, 2017 11:21 am
Former Rock Island Trainmen and early IANR Employee Les Rowse passed away
Saturday in Marion. A link to his obit is below.
Condolences to those who knew him and worked with him on the Rock and Iowa
Northern.
Dave Kroeger
Link to full obituary:
http://www.murdochfuneralhome.com/obituaries/Leslie-Rowse/#!/Obituary
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………………..
JOHN B. BUFFALO, ROCK ISLAND GENERAL MANAGER AND VICE
PRESIDENT - NOVEMBER 2012
"'Patrick Lenahan [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Sat, July 22, 2017 2:40 pm
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
-------------------------------------------------------------------------The posting of the obituary for Ted Desch reminded me that I had recently grown
curious about J. B. Buffalo, former General Manager and Vice President, who later went
on to GE Railcar Services (and lived here in KC at the time) and who then closed out
his career at the TRRA in St. Louis. My wife and I visited with Burl and Ruby at their
home in Southlake, TX when we lived in Dallas, so that was 19 years ago, and we
exchanged Christmas Cards for probably 10 years after that (as we had for many years
before). We lost touch and I never heard nor saw anything of him until I searched again
recently and found his obituary from November 8, 2012. I knew him as a very kind and
gracious man; he clearly lived a long and full life and enjoyed an exceptionally long
marriage with his wife, Ruby, whom I understand is still with us today. I also learned
that one of his brothers passed late last year.
The Fort Worth Star-Telegram had archived the obituary, but I paid out a few bucks to
have it restored for the next 24 hours.
http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/dfw/obituary.aspx?pid=160979261
Patrick Lenahan, Prairie Village, KS
[John Buffalo was the man who signed my first Rock Island Photo Pass and
Liability Waiver in 1969. He also gave me a bright orange Rock Island document
protector for the photo pass. That bright orange document carrier by itself was
powerful enough to discourage RI employees from challenging me as I got into
places civilians were not intended. Just flashing the orange folder from 50 yards
away was enough to get employees to reverse in their tracks and avoid me like
the plague. That trip, I almost got myself killed by a pair of commuter trains on
the R-O-W outside Polk Tower at LaSalle St; got to ride GP-7 435 switching
Davenport, Rock Island and the Rock Island Arsenal; also rode #435 when it
handled the PM transfer run to Silvis and the Shop Train in return; took a private
guided tour of Silvis Shops; rode in Big Ben through a night time thunder storm;
talked myself into a cab ride of a U-25B from Rock Island to Silvis using the photo
pass; and was in coach Golden Flute when it derailed leaving Rock Island, IL on
the return to Chicago. Wow, what a trip! A great part of which was due to John
Buffalo’s signature. That trip fanned my interests in railroading and helped spur
me on to a career with N&W/NS and the STB. Thank you, John Buffalo. Rest in
peace. Tom B]
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………………..
JAMES F. FORREST TERMINAL SUPERINTENDENT SILVIS
(June 23, 1928 - August 28, 2017)
James F. Forrest, 89, Hampton, passed away on Monday, August 28, 2017 at Clarissa
C. Cook Hospice, Bettendorf. Memorial services are 6 PM Thursday at Van Hoe
Funeral Home Ltd., East Moline. Visitation is from 4PM until service time. Graveside
services are 12 Noon Friday at the Henry Cemetery, Henry, IL, with the Henry American
Legion Post conducting military honors. Memorials may be made to Clarissa C. Cook
Hospice.
Jim was born on June 23, 1928 in Henry, IL, the son of Benjamin and Delpha (Stowe)
Forrest. He was a US Army Veteran. He retired as superintendent of the Silvis Yards for
the Rock Island Lines after 35 years with the railroad. He married Mary White on April
23, 1973 in Cambridge, IL. He loved his family and spent time with them whenever
possible. He was a master gardener and had a great sense of humor. He and his wife
owned and raced harness horses. He was a Chicago White Sox fan who's legacy will
continue with his grand and great grandchildren.
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Survivors include his wife, Mary, daughter Lori (William) Fox, Henry, grandchildren,
Shelby (Bill) Hankins, Darren (Amber) Miles, Jason Miles (Kim Mooberry) and Jared
(Shea) Miles and seven great grandchildren.
He was preceded in death by his parents, brother and son James Bradley.
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